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Preface

Cell adhesion events involve often the formation of a contact region between phos-
pholipid membranes decorated with a variety of bio-macromolecular species. We
mimic such hairy bio-adhesive contact zones by spreading phospholipid vesicles onto
surfaces carpeted with end-grafted lambda-phage DNAs. This experimental system
inspired by cell adhesion provides a unique tool for studying polymer-membrane
interactions.

A previous study revealed that during adhesion spreading, a phospholipid vesi-
cle acts as a scraper that strongly stretches the grafted DNA molecules, while the
adhesive bonds e"ectively staple the stretched chains in the gap between the mem-
brane and the substrate. The simultaneous scraping and stapling processes and the
persistence of the bonds lead to frozen conformations of elongated confined DNA
chains. These DNA chains display, on the average, a radial orientation with respect
to the vesicle initial adhesion center. This is compatible with the picture of radial
forces exerted by the membrane during the spreading.

We realized that the double end-grafted DNAs themselves can act as a force
gauge to measure the forces exerted by the membrane during vesicle spreading. In
this work we developed the sample preparation methodology and the analysis tools
to study systems of bio-adhesive vesicles spread on carpets of double end-grafted
DNAs.

In the first chapter we introduce the physical basis of this work. We describe the
properties and physical behavior of fluid membranes and individual polymer chains,
as well as the interactions taking place when the two species are brought into close
contact. We also summarize previous results concerning vesicle spreading on single
end-grafted DNA carpets.

In the second chapter we compute the forces exerted onto the DNA chains by
the bio-adhesive membranes during the formation of the adhesion patch, using the
well known force extension relationship for a DNA molecule. We also show that,
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2 PREFACE

conversely, the presence of the grafted macromolecules locally deforms the membrane
and influences the local orientation of the forces, which leads to di"erent DNA
configurations under the adhesion patch.

The third chapter concerns the DNA monomer distributions in restricted geome-
tries. This situation is obtained when DNA chains are not fully confined under the
membrane, but have instead a fraction of their contour outside the adhesive gap.
We develop theoretical models for ‘pear’ and ‘banana’ shapes, which were obtained
respectively by single end-grafted and double end-grafted chains.

We attempt to control the DNA conformation under the adhesive membrane
in the fourth chapter, by studying the response to light stimulation of end-grafted
!-phage DNAs in a solution of AzoTAB, a photosensitive compacting agent of the
DNA chains. We find that the conformations and the dynamics of the tethered DNAs
can be tuned by the AzoTAB concentration and strongly depend on illumination
conditions. One can thus reversibly switch between the adsorbed and the non-
adsorbed states of the end-grafted chains by exposing the sample respectively to
visible light and to UV illumination.



Chapter 1

Introduction

Membranes are commonly understood as barriers, with specific selectivity proper-
ties, or an absolute impenetrable character. In the present chapter membranes refer
either to biological membranes, or to artificial self-assembled objects, composed of
amphiphilic molecules named lipids, extracted from the formers. We here describe
the interaction forces at play in these membranes, as well as their overall properties,
as bending and sti"ness moduli, permeability, or adhesion ability. We also intro-
duce liposomes and vesicles, that are lipid-based capsules, nowadays used either as
carriers for various kinds of molecular species, or as model biomimetic objects for
the study of many cellular processes.

DNA, is a nucleic acid that is present in all known living organisms except some
viruses, with the role of carrying genetic instructions. However, this molecule can
also be considered simply as a well defined macromolecule. We describe here how we
use micrometer-long DNAs to build carpets of individual, end-grafted, fluorescent
polymers, that we observe and characterize optically using fluorescence microscopy.

In the third part, we focus on the interactions that can exist between a soft
membrane and an individual polymer, and describe the main results of a recent
seminal work, concerning the adhesion of giant lipid vesicles on end-grafted DNA
carpets, that will be helpful in the context of our study.

Finally, we describe the materials and experimental methods that we used along
this work.

3



4 Chap. 1: Introduction

1.1 Membranes

"Life in all its diversity became possible after nature had found the trick with the
membrane [1]".

— Erich Sackmann

What is a membrane? The cell membrane, named the plasma membrane, is
a very thin liquid layer that encircles the cell, encloses the cytoplasm within, and
separates the cell from the its surrounding environment. As the basic component of
all cells, cell membranes are much more than simple boundaries. In fact, they are an
active functioning part of living cells. They regulate the passage of molecules into
and out of the cells, maintain relevant concentration gradients, and host a number
of metabolic and biosynthetic activities, such as adhesion and signaling cascades.

The typical membrane thickness is 5 nm, i.e. less than one thousandth of 10 µm,
the typical cell size. A membrane is highly flexible, being able to deform under
external perturbations such as elastic or viscous stresses. For instance, red blood
cells can strongly deform when they travel through capillary vessels without losing
their structural integrity.

This combination of i) mechanical flexibility and stability, and ii) semiperme-
ability, makes membranes well adapted to the innumerable roles they play during
the cell life.

A close inspection of the cell membrane shows a continuous phase made of lipid
molecules into which various proteins are inserted, see Figure 1.1. Proteins can be of
various sizes: lipid to protein mass ratio have been shown to range from 1:4 to 4:1 [3].
In the plasma membrane of a small animal cell, there are about 109 lipid molecules.
Surprisingly even in a simple prokaryotic organism such as Escherichia coli (E. Coli),
there are as many as hundreds of phospholipid species [4]. However the necessity
of such a wide variety of lipid species is not yet clear. Lipids are not symmetrically
distributed in cell membranes. Though this asymmetry can change during the cell
life, glycolipids, located exclusively in the plasma membrane, always stay oriented
towards the extracellular medium. Also, most of the membrane proteins have a
unique orientation in the membrane [5], dictated by their directional functional
role. So membranes are structurally and functionally asymmetric. However, the
basic structural framework of all the membranes present in a cell is: a bilayer of
lipid molecules, that can be perfectly symmetric. Reconstituted symmetric model
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Figure 1.1: The membrane sep-
arates the cell from its sur-
rounding environment, and pro-
tects the inside cytoplasm. It is
mainly constituted by phospho-
lipids, a particular type of am-
phiphilic molecules, which self-
assemble into a bilayer struc-
ture. Embedded into this thin
structure are other biomolecules
like cholesterols, glycolipids and
many proteins. [2]

membranes made of one or a small number of phospholipid species have been widely
studied during the last three decades. While focus was first made on understanding
the physical properties of these intriguing 2D soft objects, later studies started
assigning a biomimetic role to model membranes. Mixed systems, made of a model
lipid membrane hosting one single active moiety, such as a protein, are nowadays
used to elucidate some of the complex biological functions at play during the life of
a cell.

1.1.1 Membranes and their lipids

Amphiphiles

Lipids in cell membranes belong to the very large family of amphiphilic molecules.
Three main classes of amphiphilic moieties are shown in Figure 1.2.

What is an amphiphile? A typical amphiphilic molecule or a surfactant consists
of two parts: a polar hydrophilic group, and an apolar hydrophobic group. The
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(a)                           (b)                         (c)

Figure 1.2: Scheme of an amphiphilic molecule. In red is the hydrophilic group and
in black is the hydrophobic part. (a) A molecule with one hydrophilic group and
one hydrophobic chain, such as SDS, a common surfactant. (b) A molecule with one
hydrophilic group and two hydrocarbon chains, such as phospholipids. (c) A block
copolymer, like for instance poly-(propyleneoxide)-poly-(ethyleneoxide).

hydrophilic group contains heteroatoms such as O, S, P, or N, or functional groups
such as alcohol, thiol, ester, phosphate. Generally, the hydrophobic group is a
hydrocarbon chain of alkyl or alkylbenzene moieties. In some cases halogen atoms
or nonionized oxygen atoms can be present. Amphiphiles can be classified as ionic
or non-ionic amphiphiles, depending on the potentiality of an ionic dissociation of
their hydrophilic part. When an ion can be released, the amphiphile is said to
be anionic, cationic, or amphoteric/zwitterionic, in the case of anionic, cationic,
or joined ion release respectively. Natural substances, such as aminoacids and the
majority of phospholipids are zwitterionic. On the contrary, alcohol, phenol, ester,
and amide based amphiphiles are nonionic. Finally, ethoxylated or propoxylated
alcohols, ethylene oxide/propylene oxide (EO/PO) block copolymers are nonionic
amphiphiles.

Amphiphiles self-assemble

An amphiphilic moiety exhibits a strong tendency to migrate to interfaces, and to
orient so as to align its own polarity mismatch with the interface. At an oil/water
or an air/water interface, the polar group lies in water while the apolar group is
positioned oppositely. This arrangement lowers the surface tension; amphiphiles are
therefore also called surfactants.

Micellization. In the bulk, non-polar molecules do dissolve slightly in polar sol-
vents. Interactions between an apolar solute and the containing polar solvent are
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much weaker than typical water-water interaction forces; this results in the forma-
tion of a water cage around each individual solute molecule [6]. The formation of a
large amount of water cages not only restricts the free movement of water molecules,
but also involves the formation of new hydrogen bonds among solvent molecules.
Although clustering, non-polar groups decrease the disorder of the system, once
many solute molecules form clusters, fewer water cages are required, and more sol-
vent molecules stay free. Thus, when the entropy gain of the solvent overcomes
the negative entropy contribution of clustering the non-polar groups, amphiphiles
spontaneously assemble as micelles, with their hydrophilic heads contacting the po-
lar solvent and their hydrophobic tails congregate inside. Driven by hydrophobic
interactions, micellization only happens above the so-called Critical Micelle Concen-
tration (CMC). Many C12 ionic amphiphiles have a CMC value of approximately
10!2 mol L!1, while nonionic amphiphiles with the same chain length exhibit a lower
CMC, 10!3 ! 10!4 mol L!1. The CMC value of the membrane lipids with a single
side chain has the same order of magnitude. On the contrary, for phospholipids with
two apolar chains, the CMC is significantly lowered by several orders of magnitude,
reaching 10!7 to 10!10 mol L!1 [7].

Optimal head group area and packing parameter. Hydrophobic interac-
tions induce the attraction between the hydrophobic tails, so as to decrease the
hydrocarbon-water interface. On the contrary, due to steric or electrostatic repul-
sion, hydrophilic heads tend to escape from one another, so as to increase their
contact area with water. Thus, micellization is the result of two competing forces.
Attractive energy mainly arises from the surface tension energy and is proportional
to the area occupied by the hydrophilic group a. On the contrary, the repulsive en-
ergy is inversely proportional to a. Israelachvili [8] derived the total energy, showing
that it exhibits a minimum at an optimal surface area a0, which should not depend
strongly on the chain length or the number of chains, see Figure 1.3.

For a lipid with an optimal head area a0, the hydrocarbon chain occupying a
volume V and a chain length l, the value of the packing parameter (or structure
factor) V/(a0l) indicates the type of the self-assembled structure [8] as shown in
Figure 1.4. Simple geometry arguments give:

• V/(a0l) < 1/3 spherical micelles

• 1/3 < V/(a0l) < 1/2 cylindrical micelles;

• 1/2 < V/(a0l) < 1 vesicles or bilayers;
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Figure 1.3: An optimal surface area a0 is derived from the minimum of the total
energy, for which the attractive energy (hydrophobic interaction between chains)
and the repulsive energy (repulsion between head groups) are balanced.

• V/(a0l) > 1 inverted micelles.

Lipid diversity

Membrane lipids can be classified into three major families: phospholipids, glycol-
ipids, and cholesterols.

Phospholipids. Phospholipids are abundant in cell membranes. They are made
of a head of phosphorylated alcohol, two fatty acid chains (tails), and a backbone
bridging the two, see Figure 1.5. There are two types of backbones: glycerol, a
3-carbon alcohol, and sphingosine, a more complex alcohol.

Phosphoglycerides are phospholipids with a glycerol backbone, that is usually
linked to two fatty acid chains. The fatty acid tails can be of various lengths, from
14 to 24 carbon atoms, and can contain from none to 6 unsaturated double bonds.
Frequently one tail has one or more cis-double bonds, while the other one does
not. A cis-double bond brings a kink to the tail, which is a “defect” purposely de-
signed by nature. The length and the number of unsaturated bonds of the fatty acid
chains influence strongly the physical properties of the membrane, as for instance its
fluidity, see section 1.1.2. Among phosphoglycerides are the following classes, dif-
fering from one another by their head group type: phosphatidylcholine (PC), phos-
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Figure 1.4: Possible structures self-assembled from amphiphiles with di"erent molec-
ular architectures.

phatidylethanolamine (PE), phosphatidylserine (PS) or phosphatidylinositides (PI).
The electrical properties of the lipid head is essential to the membrane structure
and function. Generally, positively charged lipids are not found in nature, but they
can be synthesized. Negatively charged lipids are often placed in the inner side
of the plasma membrane, where they can associate with many cytoplasmic pro-
teins. PI and PS are charged lipids; they represent all together less than 30% of
the membrane phospholipids. On the contrary, PE and PC are zwitterionic lipids:
the positively charged choline or ethanolamine head is balanced by the negatively
charged phosphate.

Sphingomyelins are phospholipids based on sphingosine. Sphingosine is not only
the backbone, but also provides a long unsaturated hydrocarbon chain. The other
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Figure 1.5: A schematic representation of a Phosphatidylcholinelipid. (a) Chemical
formula, (b) structure, and (c) space-filling model.

fatty acid chain is attached to sphingosine by its amide bond.

Glycolipids. Glycolipids are lipids derived from sphingosine. They exhibit one or
more sugar heads attached to the sphingosine backbone, instead of a phosphorylated
alcohol. The simplest glycolipid, cerebroside, contains one sugar head, either glucose
or galactose. More complicated ones, such as gangliosides, can contain up to 7 sugar
heads [5]. They are always placed on the extracellular side of membranes.

Cholesterols. Cholesterols form another class of lipids. Their backbone is a
steroid, i.e. four linked hydrocarbon rings, with a hydroxyl head on one side, and a
hydrocarbon tail on the other end, as displayed in Figure 1.6. They play an impor-
tant role in the modulation of membrane fluidity and in the formation of membrane
domains.

Lipids self-assemble: bilayers and vesicles

Due to hydrophobic interactions, the apolar chains of amphiphiles self-assemble
in water to minimize their contact with the solvent polar molecules. Depending
mainly on geometrical parameters, amphiphiles may assemble into various shapes.
They can form round shaped spheres or elongated cylinders, so-called micelles, or
planar bilayers, so-called membranes, see Figure 1.4. Most of the phospholipids and
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Figure 1.6: Structure of a cholesterol molecule. (a) Chemical formular, (b) schematic
structure, and (c) space-filling model .

glycolipids self-assemble in aqueous media into bilayers, with a typical thickness of
five nanometers, i.e. twice the molecular length. Although very thin, these planar
structures can extend over tens of micrometers, forming stable 2D structures as cell
membranes or model biomimetic objects, that we describe and use in this work.
Last but not least, the area per molecule is of the order of 0.75 nm2 [9].

Lamellar phases. Membranes containing a single phospholipid type behave qual-
itatively like liquid crystals. The temperature is a key parameter that drives the
ordering of phospholipids into the bilayer. Above the so-called Main Transition Tem-
perature Tm a bilayer is liquid-like: the membrane is in its most flexible state, and
phospholipids di"use in their monolayer with typical di"usion coe!cients around
1 µm2 s!1. “Flip-flop”, or jumps from one monolayer to the other represent only
rare events. This state is called the fluid phase L!. Decreasing the temperature
below Tm induces a transition to the so-called gel-phase, characterized by a lower
mobility of the lipids, and an increase of the membrane bending modulus. Two
gel phases can be observed: the P" phase, also called the ripple phase, and the L"

phase, characterized by a tilt of the main chain axis with respect to the local plane
of the membrane by about 30". The transition temperature between the P" phase
and the L" phase, is named the pre-transition temperature. At still lower tempera-
ture, the membrane undergoes a transition to a crystalline state in which fatty acid
tails are fully extended, packing is highly ordered, and van der Waals interactions
between adjacent chains are maximal. Figure 1.7 summarizes the di"erent phases
of a one-component phospholipid membrane. From a quantitative point of view,
the transition temperatures are related to the structural characteristics of the lipids
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Figure 1.7: Schematic structure of a bilayer in di"erent phases: fluid phase L!, gel
phases P" and L!, and crystal phase Lc.

that influence their packing, such as the chain length and saturation degree.

“Closed” bilayers: liposomes and vesicles. In a flat bilayer, hydrophobic
chains from lipids positioned at the edges are exposed to the solvent. This situation
is energetically unfavorable and can be avoided if the bilayer forms a closed, capsule-
like, 3D object. Such capsules are named vesicles or liposomes. Larger vesicles
are entropically unfavored, while smaller ones are rather energetically unfavored.
Therefore, vesicles with sizes ranging from 10 nm to 100 µm can be found, which
are metastable objects with a very long lifetime. Vesicles can be multilamellar or
unilamellar. The latter are divided into three classes, according to their size:

• Small Unilamellar Vesicles (SUV) or liposomes from 20 nm to 100 nm;

• Large Unilamellar Vesicles (LUV) from 100 nm to 500 nm;

• Giant Unilamellar Vesicles (GUV) from 500 nm to 100 µm;

Although the mechanism of vesicle formation is still not completely elucidated, it
has been experienced that both multilamellar (MLV) and unilamellar vesicles form
spontaneously from dried phospholipid films wetted by an aqueous solution, while
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unilamellar vesicles are predominantly generated under the action of an external
energy [10]. The mechanism is schematically represented in Figure 1.8. Generally,
sonication, extrusion, or detergent depletion are used for SUVs formation, while
spontaneous-swelling or electro-swelling are used for GUVs. The latter, so-called
electroformation method [11], is a very e"ective one, and the one we used in this
work. Although this technique has been considered for a long time as being not
adapted to the growing of GUVs in a high ionic strength solution, a recent report
describes new experimental conditions to circumvent this problem [12].

Water

dried lipid films swelling

LUV

GUV

SUV

MLV

spontaneous
 formation

extrusion
sonication

electroformation

Figure 1.8: Di"erent mechanisms for vesicle formation.

SUVs or liposomes are too small to be observed by optical means. The usual
techniques that are used for their characterization are for example X-ray or neutron
scattering, and dynamic light scattering (DLS), that bring information on the lipo-
somes size distribution. Kunding et al. [13] reported a new method to quantitatively
determine a single SUV size (100 ! 200 nm) by a fluorescence based technique.
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GUVs have a larger size, and can be observed directly with an optical micro-
scope, eg. Phase Contrast Microscopy, Fluorescence Microscopy (FM), Confocal
Microscopy (CM), Reflection Interference Contrast Microscopy (RICM), etc. Al-
though they are of a large size when compared with the membrane thickness, they
are rather robust, enabling their manipulation with a micropipette or an electric
field, to study their mechanical or dynamic properties.

1.1.2 Membrane physical properties

Membrane fluidity

Inside the bilayer, the hydrocarbon chains are held together by van der Waals forces,
while the hydrophilic heads form hydrogen-bonds with water molecules, and tend
to repel each other because of electrostatic interactions and entropy. Bilayers are
stabilized by many reinforcing, noncovalent interactions (mainly hydrophobic), but
they are not rigid, static structures. Figure 1.9 shows the movement of lipids in
membranes. Temperature and membrane composition influence the membrane flu-
idity.

Flip-Flop

Lateral 
Diffusion

Chain 
Motion

Rotation
Diffusion

Protrusion

Figure 1.9: Individual lipid movement in a bilayer, chain motion, rotation along the
long axis, protrusion, lateral di"usion and flip-flop.

Lateral di!usion. Above Tm, in the fluid phase, lipids constantly di"use in the
plane of the membrane, a motion called lateral di!usion. The di"usion coe!cient D
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of lipids is in the range 1 ! 10 µm2s!1. Thus a phospholipid molecule wanders on
average in a surface of 1 µm2 in 1 s. This means that the viscosity of the membrane
is comparable to that of olive oil, about 100 times that of water. In the gel phase,
the reported di"usion coe!cient is typically 10 to 100 times smaller, with order
of magnitude D " 10!3 µm2s!1, while in the solid crystalline phase the di"usion
coe!cient is close to zero D " 10!16 µm2s!1 [14].

The transition temperature Tm depends on the characteristics of the fatty acid
chains, i.e. chain length and degree of unsaturation. Saturated fatty acid chains
pack tightly while the presence of unsaturated C = C bonds in the cis configu-
ration leads to kinks along the chain, which prevents any highly ordered packing,
and lowers Tm. Adding a #CH2 group to a fatty acid chain results in a favorable
contribution to the attractive interaction between neighboring hydrocarbon chains.
Thus, long hydrocarbon chains have stronger cohesion than short ones. For diacyl
phospholipids, two identical hydrophobic tails, the transition temperature increases
monotonically with the chain length. Prokaryotic cells maintain their membrane
fluidity by varying the number of unsaturated bonds and the length of the fatty
acid chains, while in eukaryotic cells the large amount of cholesterol is the key for
regulating the membrane fluidity. The ratio between cholesterol and phospholipids
in plasma membranes is up to unity. Cholesterol molecules insert into bilayers, stay-
ing parallel to phospholipids, their hydroxyl group staying close to the polar head
of phospholipids, and forming hydrogen bonds with them. Their rigid plate-like
backbone of steroid rings interacts with the hydrocarbon chains close to the polar
head, and disrupts the regular interactions between the fatty acid chains. The pres-
ence of cholesterol in the membrane can lead to the formation of specific complexes,
reducing or increasing the membrane fluidity, but also influencing possible phase
transitions.

Flip-flop. Although membrane lipids are free to move laterally, their movement
is confined to their own monolayer. The migration of lipid from one layer of the
membrane to the other, is called transverse di"usion or flip-flop. The flip-flop is en-
ergetically unfavored, and spontaneous flip-flop happens less than one per month for
each phospholipid. In biomembranes this process is catalyzed by some enzymes and
takes minutes, 104 times faster than the spontaneous one. In synthetic membranes,
it can be induced by the formation of a pore [15].
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Membrane permeability

Although lipid membranes are only a few nanometers thick, they exhibit a selec-
tive permeability to various kinds of molecules. The hydrophobic interior acts as
a permeability barrier, and cholesterol molecules, when present, enhance this prop-
erty by decreasing the mobility of the first few CH2 groups of the phospholipid
hydrocarbon chains. The membrane is highly permeable to water and uncharged,
small molecules, while it is impermeable to ions, most polar molecules, and larger,
uncharged molecules.

This permeation partially depends on the molecule size, but much more on its
solubility in oil. Small nonpolar molecules, such as CO2 and N2, readily dissolve
into the membrane hydrophobic interior and are able to cross it rapidly by simple
di"usion. Water is a small, polar but uncharged molecule, thus, it also di"uses
rapidly, with an apparent permeability from 30 µm s!1 to 150 µm s!1 [16]. The
smaller the molecule, the faster its di"usion across the membrane. Big molecules,
such as glucose or sucrose, can hardly cross lipid membranes. But for ions, even
such small ions as Na+ or K+, the permeability is 109 times slower than that of
water. In the cell these impermeable molecules are transported by specific proteins.

Membrane elasticity

Dilation
K  ,! a

Bending
 ", "G

Figure 1.10: Two main types of elastic deformations of a membrane: stretching and
bending. Ka is the stretching constant, and ! stretching tension. " and "G are
respectively the elastic bending rigidity and the Gaussian bending rigidity.

The bending rigidity " and the stretching elasticity Ka, are the two parameters
that describe the in-plane mechanical properties of a fluid membrane as depicted
in Figure 1.10. The spontaneous curvature C0 is a geometrical parameter that
reflects the overall out of plane asymmetry of the membrane. Distribution of the
number, geometry or composition of lipids in the two leaflets of the bilayer leads to
an asymmetry and therefore to a curvature in a preferred direction. For a symmetric
membrane, C0 = 0.
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Moreover, when the inner volume of a vesicle is not at its maximum possible
value for a given membrane surface area, the vesicle can adopt a wide variety of
shapes, depending on the value of its reduced volume v [17]. The latter is simply
defined as the ratio between the vesicle present volume V and its maximum possible
value.

v $ 3
%

4#V

A
3
2

(1.1)

D D

0.05    0.3       0.591        0.592        0.651       0.652    0.8      0.95

Figure 1.11: Vesicle shapes for di"erent values of the reduced volume v. The vesicle
has no spontaneous curvature (C0 = 0).

Figure 1.11 shows some vesicle shapes for di"erent values of the reduced volume.
For v = 1 the vesicle is a sphere. For v ! 1 it becomes prolate. For v < 0.65, the
vesicle adapts the so-called oblate shape. It is convenient to use the reduced volume
to characterize the surface excess area of a vesicle. As we will see below, the surface
excess area allows membrane thermal fluctuations and shape transformations.

At thermal equilibrium, the membrane adopts a shape that minimizes its bending
energy. This energy is determined by the bending rigidity " and the membrane
curvature. Each point of the membrane surface can be locally characterized by
two principal curvatures C1 and C2, sketched in Figure 1.12. From C1 and C2 one
defines the mean curvature (C1 + C2)/2 and the Gaussian curvature "G $ C1C2.
The bending energy is derived as an integration over the vesicle surface A:

F =
!

dA
"1
2"(C1 + C2 # 2C0)2 + "GC1C2

#
(1.2)

The shape of a vesicle is determined by the minimization of F + "PV + "!A,
where "P is the di"erence between the outside and the inside pressure, and "!
is the lateral tension. On the experimental time scale, the area A is essentially
constant. One may control V by changing "P or "!, for instance by varying
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Figure 1.12: The principal curvatures at a point of a two-dimensional surface.

the concentration of a solute that cannot cross the bilayer, or by inducing shape
deformation through micropipette aspiration.

For a spherical vesicle with C1 = C2 = C and C0 = 0, one obtains F = 4#(2" +
"G). The third term in Equation 1.2 depends only on the topology of the surface.

Vesicle formation can be qualitatively understood by assuming a planar bilayer
with lateral size L, that has no bending energy but a boundary energy, which is
due to the numerous contacts between water molecules and hydrocarbon chains at
the edge. This boundary energy is proportional to the membrane parameter, i.e.
proportional to L. When a bilayer forms a capsule, it looses its edge energy, but
gains some bending energy. The bending energy, 4#(2" + "G), is independent of the
size of the bilayer. So, for large enough values of L, a bilayer always forms a closed
surface to lower its energy.

The bending rigidity " has the dimension of an energy. For lipid membranes in
the fluid state, " values are typically in the range " " 10 ! 20 kBT [18], a value low
enough to explain the presence of thermal fluctuations, in absence of internal tension.
Generally, the bending energy increases with increasing hydrophobic chain length,
while it decreases with the unsaturation degree [19]. In the case of membranes
made of mixtures of lipids, as for example biological membranes, addition of a
few 2 ! 5 mol% of short bipolar lipids decreases the overall bending rigidity by
an order of magnitude [17, 20, 21]. Finally, the e"ect of cholesterol, another very
important lipid in biological membranes, is more di!cult to interpret. Indeed when
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cholesterol is added to a saturated lipid, like DPPC, that usually forms gel-like
membranes, the mixed membrane can become fluid-like, while adding cholesterol
to a fluid unsaturated lipid, like DOPC, can lead to an increase of the bending
modulus.

Submitting a membrane to an in-plane tension reduces the thermal fluctuations.
Moreover, above a given threshold, increasing the tension results in an overall mem-
brane stretching, a regime during which the area per lipid increases. In this regime
the membrane can be characterized by its stretching elasticity modulus Ka, given
by the expression [22]

Ka = $"

h2 (1.3)

in which $ is a constant value, and h is the thickness of the bilayer. " and Ka can
both be measured from micropipette aspiration experiments. Ka is of the order of
Ka " 200 mJm!2 [23].

It is worth to note that a lipid bilayer cannot be stretched over about 1%, a limit
value for membrane rupture. The tension of rupture !max is of the order of a few
mJm!2 [20].

1.1.3 Membrane adhesion

The human body contains about 1014 cells, which are organized as tissues, organs
and systems. Tissue formation, immune defense and many other functions in the
living realm involve complex cell adhesion processes. Numerous “sticky” molecules,
called adhesins, are identified and classified for mammalian cells into 4 groups:
integrins, selectins, Ig superfamily, and cadherins [24]. Understanding cell adhesion
is a formidable task that requires reconstructing the physical frameworks, isolating
the key factors, and estimating reliable order-of-magnitude parameters.

Non-specific adhesion

In the 1940s, Derjaguin and Landau, and Verwey and Overbeek developed the DLVO
theory that describes the forces at play between two charged surfaces interacting
through a liquid medium, which stabilizes suspended colloidal particles. This theory
considers both van der Waals forces and double layer/electrostatic forces, a problem
that is relevant in biological systems too.
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Figure 1.13: Forces at play away from a flat charged surface in a polar solvent.
The van der Waals force is purely attractive while the electrostatic repulsion is
purely repulsive. The net force exhibits one deep minimum close to the surface, a
positive repulsive maximum at some distance from the wall and a second, attractive
minimum.

The van der waals force CvdW is named after Johannes Diderik van der Waals.
It is a universal force induced by dipolar interactions between any combination of
molecules and surfaces. It is the sum of a dipole-dipole oriented force Corient, a
random dipole induced force Cind, and a non-polar dispersion force Cdisp: CvdW =
Corient +Cind +Cdisp. Keesom, Debye, and London contributed much to understand-
ing these forces, so they are also called Keesom forces, Debye forces, and London
forces respectively. Usually the London dispersion force is the dominating term. The
corresponding energies from where these forces between two molecules are derived
can be written as:

Worient = #Corient

D6 = # µ2
1µ

2
2

3(4#%0)2kBTD6 (1.4)

Wind = #Cind

D6 = # µ2$

(4#%0)2D6 (1.5)

Wdisp = #Cdisp

D6 = #3
2

$1$2
(4#%0)2D6 · h&1&2

&1 + &2
(1.6)
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in which

• D: distance

• µ: atomic mass unit

• %: dielectric permittivity

• $: polarizability (Cm2V !1)

• &: frequency

The latter three potential energies decrease as 1/D6, so the potential energy of the
interaction between a molecule A and a molecule B is WvdW = #CvdW /D6. To
determine the interaction between macroscopic solids, one calculates first the van
der Waals energy between a molecule A and an infinitely extended body with a
planar surface made of molecules B, and then one integrates over all molecules in
the solid A. For two surfaces made of A and B separated by a distance D, the van
der Waals energy per unit area is given by:

w = # AH

12#D2 (1.7)

with the Hamaker constant AH = #2CAB'A'B . The detailed calculation of w and
AH can be found in reference [25]. WvdW depends on the AH sign, and van der
Waals force can be attractive or repulsive. For two identical surfaces interacting
across a vacuum or liquid, the van der Waals forces are always attractive.

In water, the high dielectric constant induces surface charges on most surfaces.
Surface charges attract counterions so as to neutralize the surface. This layer of sur-
face charges and counterions, named the electric double layer, generates an electric
potential (0 = ((D = 0) on the surface. The potential ((D) decreases exponen-
tially with the distance D from the surface ((D) = (0 exp(#D/!), and ( = 0 when
D & ', with ! the Debye length, which decreases with increasing salt concentra-
tion. For a 0.1 M monovalent salt in water at 25 !, ! = 0.96 nm. When two electric
double layers overlap as surfaces approach, the electrostatic double-layer force rises.
Repulsive double-layer forces and attractive van der Waals forces together are noted
as DLVO forces. The energy per unit area is given by the equation:

w = 64c0kBT! · tanh( e(0
4kBT

) · e!D/# # AH

12#D2 (1.8)
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Figure 1.13 shows a very weak attraction at large distances with a secondary
energy minimum (usually beyond 3 nm), an electrostatic repulsion at intermediate
distance with an energy barrier at (1 ! 4 nm) for a dilute solution of highly charged
surfaces, and a strong attraction at short distance with the primary minimum at
the contact. With increasing salt concentration, the energy barrier significantly
decreases and even completely vanishes.

Although there is a strong attraction at short distance, further approach is
prevented by hydration forces to avoid atomic contact. In multilayer systems,
108 Pa= 103 atm has to be applied to obtain the distance between two bilayers
below 1 nm. At such distances, protrusion contributes to repulsion between bilayers
too.

In biological cells, van der Waals attraction forces are quenched by numerous
kinds of macromolecules on the membrane to avoid spontaneous spreading onto each
other. In model membranes, modification of the morphology or charge of either the
surfaces or the membranes is achieved to induce strong repulsion and avoid non
specific adhesion.

Specific adhesion

Specific adhesion of a cell is the result of many local interactions between specific
bonds on plasma membranes. One type of a specific bond is the homophilic bond
that involves interactions between the same moieties, as for cadherins. Another
type is based on stereo complementary pairs, which are called “ligand - receptor”
pairs. Specific adhesion involves bonds with a!nities smaller than the covalent
bonds. Other features of specific adhesion are: short range interactions (! 1 nm
under physiological conditions), excellent selectivity, and strong repulsion for the
non-targeting molecules. The receptor-ligand interaction can be sketched by the
lock-and-key model, displayed in Figure 1.14.

From a thermodynamic perspective, ligand-receptor interactions can be described
by conventional chemical equilibrium. When two molecular species A and B en-
counter to form a new species AB, the time-dependent association obeys

A + B
k1

GGGGGBF GGGGG

k2
AB (1.9)

where k1 and k2 are the kinetic constants of forward and reverse reactions. When
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receptor

ligand

lock-and-key interaction

Figure 1.14: Schematics of the lock-and-key interaction between the model ligand-
receptor pairs biotin and streptavidin.

the system reaches an equilibrium state, one has, according to the mass law:

Kaff = 1
Kd

= CAB

CA · CB
= k1

k2
(1.10)

• CA, CB, CAB – concentration of A,B,C (mol L!1),

• Kaff – a!nity constant (L mol!1),

• Kd – dissociation constant (mol L!1).

Commonly Kaff is in the range of 5 ( 104 ! 1011 L mol!1 [3]. Gibbs energy of
activation "G = #RT ln Kaff and ligand-receptor lifetime is shown in Figure 1.15.
In nature most interactions have a "G centered on 14.7 kBT, with a short intrinsic
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lifetime of circa 2 ms, which means that these bonds may weakly attach, fall apart
and reform during many cellular processes [26].

biotin - SA
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Figure 1.15: Distribution of ligand-receptor bond energies and corresponding distri-
bution of intrinsic bond lifetimes. Based on data reported for 2756 ligand-receptor
pairs. [26]

Nowadays Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM), Surface Force Apparatus (SFA),
optical tweezers and various other experimental methods allow a direct monitoring
of ligand-receptor interactions at the single molecule level. Biotin-Streptavidin(SA)
is a well characterized ligand-receptor pair, with a bending energy of 35 kBT and a
bond lifetime around 12 days. It is one of the strongest pairs in nature. However
when an external force is applied, depending on the loading rate, the bond survival
time may strongly diminish from 12 days to the range 1 ms to 1 min [27].

Vesicle adhesion

In cell adhesion, both specific ligand-receptor and generic non-specific interactions
are involved. A classic model BDB (developed by Bell, Dembo and Bongrand) [28]
considers the competition between these two interactions, and provides a physical
framework to understanding cell adhesion.

Cell adhesion is a result from the balance of attractive forces and repulsive forces,
and should depend on membrane tension, membrane excess area, fluctuations, etc.
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Figure 1.16: Schematic representation of the non-specific and specific contributions
to adhesion. [29]

Approaching the problem of cell adhesion requires a simplified model sharing the
fundamental properties of cell adhesion. A promising model can be a giant vesi-
cle carrying ligands, that adheres to another membrane, or more generally, to a
substrate, carrying the corresponding receptors. Generally adhesion dynamics can
be split into prenucleation, nucleation, and growth and saturation of the adhesion
patch [30].

Prenucleation. Driven by gravity, a vesicle sediments onto the substrate. When
close to the substrate, further approach is limited by the repulsive undulation (Hel-
frich) forces and the drainage of a water film. The vesicle reaches a minimum
potential, whose position results from the vesicle weight, van der Waals attraction,
undulation repulsion, and steric repulsion if the substrate is covered by a polymer
layer. Van der Waals forces, electrostatic forces, and repelling molecule concentra-
tion influence significantly the depth and the position of the minimum potential.
Also, temperature, vesicle tension, and bending rigidity are key parameters for the
vesicle shape. At that stage, the vesicle keeps its initial volume V0 and surface area
A0, and forms a contact zone with the substrate, which size depends on the vesicle
tension.
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Figure 1.17: The top images schematically represent the specific adhesion spreading
of a vesicle. The images in the middle are successive RICM snapshots of an ini-
tially floppy vesicle and an initially tense vesicle adhesion patch on a sparse-polymer
layer [30]. The bottom graph shows that the typical adhesion time evolution depends
on the accessibility of vesicle ligands to the substrate receptors [31].
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Nucleation. The nucleation strongly depends on the relative depth of the specific
minimum versus the non-specific minimum, as well as on the height of the repulsive
barrier [29]. In the case of a strong specific adhesion, the specific minimum is
the deepest minimum, the vesicle will stay a little time in the weak non-specific
minimum, and nucleate fast. In the reverse situation, only partial adhesion will
be observed, due to the competition between the two minima. Overlapping of the
two minima will result in undistinguishable contributions of two interactions to
adhesion [32]. Since the lock-and-key interactions between ligands and receptors
are in a very short range (! 1 nm), if the non-specific minimum is far away from
the substrate, e.g. > 100 nm, nucleation rarely happens. Fluctuations can initiate
ligand and receptor encounter by bringing the membrane close to the substrate.
Once the bonds are formed, the fluctuation promotes their unbinding.

Adhesion patch growth at constant volume. The ideal adhesion of smooth
contacts can be described as a wetting process of a complex fluid droplet. Adhesion
spreading is the procedure of gaining adhesion energy and losing curvature energy,
thus, the adhesion energy per unit area W has to exceed a certain threshold:

W = wa"/A (1.11)

and wa is a dimensionless coe!cient that depends on the reduced volume v, and A
is the contact area [23]. Generally, W is in the range 10!4 ! 100 mJm!2 [17]. If
it is larger than the curvature energy, the vesicle adheres onto the surface, through
a process that is constrained by the conservation of the volume V0 and by the
stretching of the surface A0.

Once nucleation takes place, the contact area increases, with a kinetics that
depends on the accessibility of vesicle ligands to the substrate receptors. Cuvelier et
al. [31] showed that on the same substrate, exhibiting a given high density of PEG-
biotin, the adhesion time of a streptavidin covered vesicle depends on the surface
concentration of streptavidin on the membrane, see Figure 1.17. In the same paper,
the e"ect of the ligand accessibility on the adhesion kinetics is well emphasized, by
experiments that compare adhesion on a PEG-biotin surface (long spacer) and on
a casein-biotin surface (very short spacer). The first case took only a few seconds,
while the second case took more than 10 min and was independent of the streptavidin
concentration on the surface. During adhesion, the membrane tension increases.

Figure 1.17 shows RICM snapshots of a floppy and a tense vesicle adhered onto a
substrate. For the floppy one, the nucleation happened at the edge of a larger cush-
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ion, and resulted in an asymmetric spreading [30]. Theoretically if V0 is conserved
and the tension is high, the vesicle keeps a truncated spherical shape all along the
adhesion process, as shown in Figure 1.17. This figure also shows the typical time
evolution of the adhesion patch growth.

Growth with volume decrease. It has been shown theoretically that if A0 is
conserved but not V0, the vesicle ends up with a pancake shape [33]. From the
experimental point of view, a decrease up to 7% of vesicle volume has been ob-
served [34]. This can only be understood if some leakage takes place. If W exceeds
1 ! 5 mJm!2, the vesicle ruptures [17].

1.1.4 Application of liposomes and vesicles.

Liposomes are widely used in cosmetics, the food industry, pharmacology and galenic.
Because of their colloidal size, amphiphile composition and stable self-closed bilayer
structure, liposomes exhibit several distinguishable advantages [35]. First they are
amphiphilic, thus, they solubilize a wide range of drug compounds, hydrophobic
or amphiphilic. Since they are naturally generated substance, they are biodegrad-
able, and nontoxic. By decoration of the lipid head group with polymers, stealth
liposomes can avoid detection by the immune system and stay in the blood circula-
tion for several days. Depending on their constitution, the interaction of liposomes
with cells can be via simple adsorption, endocytosis, fusion (rarely) or exchange of
composition. These interactions determine the fate or function of liposomes in vivo.

In pharmacology and medicine, drug- or marker-containing liposomes are applied
in therapy or diagnosis. Additionally, an appropriate drug carrier can reduce the
toxicity of drugs, which have a therapeutic concentration not much lower than the
toxic one, by changing the temporal and spatial distribution of the drugs. In spite
of these benefits, liposomes do not reach certain organs, like heart, kidney, brain,
and nervous system. The same properties make liposomes important in the cosmetic
industry too. In 1987, the producers Capture (C. Dior) and Niosomes (L’Oréal) were
introduced using liposome technology. Today liposomes can be found in hundreds of
commercial products, from simple moisturizers to complex anti-ageing and sunburn
treatments, such as hair conditioners, long lasting perfumes or liposome creams,
which already share over a $10 billion market.

As a model of biological membranes, liposomes and vesicles are widely studied
by various techniques and methods to understand the evolution of life, cell func-
tion, fusion and recognition. In addition they are two dimensional surfaces enclosed
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in a three dimensional space. Their topology, special physical properties (phase
transition, elasticity, bending energy, etc.), self-organization in the case of multi
component membranes, are fascinating not only for biologists, but also chemists,
physicists and mathematicians in basic science. Attaching lipid layers to solid sub-
strates may lead to new types of biosensors. In general, lipids bring biocompatibility,
which is essential for biotechnology [23].
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1.2 DNA

DNA, or deoxyribonucleic acid is “the molecule of life”. It carries all the genetic
information of an organism and instructs the protein-making machinery to synthe-
size the essential molecules to the cell. The information stored in DNA is read,
transferred and copied by other biomolecules. They interact with DNA by bending
it, denaturing it or packing it. In this section we will introduce the composition
of this molecule of life, and describe particularly its physical properties as a model
polymer.

1.2.1 DNA structure

The DNA molecule is composed of nucleotides. Each nucleotide is built by a phos-
phate group, a sugar ring (2’-deoxyribose) and a nitrogenous base. Figure 1.18(a)
shows a nucleotide with an adenine base. The base defines the type of nucleotide. In
DNA, adenine (A) and guanine (G) are purine bases and cytosine (C) and thymine
(T ) are pyrimidine bases. Charga" et al. [36] discovered that the frequency of A
bases appearing in DNA is equal to that of the T bases, and so are the G and C.
The purine bases A/G are joined together with pyrimidine bases T/C by forming
two or three hydrogen bonds, respectively, as shown in Figure 1.18(b). The rule of
A = T and G $ C is called “Charga"’s rule”. Two nucleotides are connected by
a phosphodiester bond, see Figure 1.18(c). A phosphorate group connects the 3’
carbon atom of the sugar to the 5’ carbon atom of the next. In 1953, Watson and
Crick [37] first revealed DNA structure as a right-handed, anti-parallel and double
helix. Figure 1.18(d) is a sketch of B-form DNA with a helix rise per base pair of
3.4 Åand 3.4 nm per turn.

The hydrogen bonds, which generate a binding free energy of roughly kBT per
base pair, contribute most to the stabilization of the double helix of DNA. In the
direction perpendicular to the helix axis, base stacking is stabilized by London dis-
persion forces and hydrophobic e"ects. Since the DNA chain is a polyelectrolyte, it
is characterized in solution by a persistence length lp [39, 40, 41, 42].

1.2.2 Physical properties of flexible and semi-flexible chains

Linear polymers are chains of N connected monomers, the repeating units. The
polymers used in this present work have a few tens of units, like for instance PEG-
2000, a poly-(ethelene-glycol) chain with 44 units, often used as a spacer between
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Figure 1.18: (a) Nucleotide in DNA structure: a phosphate group, a sugar, and
a nitrogenous base (adenine, in this case). (b)The bases A and T, and G and C
forming two and three hydrogen bonds respectively. (c)Nucleotides connected by
phosphodiester bonds. (d)Double helix structure of a B-form DNA. [38]

the lipids and the ligands, since its flexibility provides for a better accessibility
for binding. Others, like the !-phage DNA, have tens of thousands of base pairs,
some synthetic polymers such as polystyrene can also be synthesized with tens to
hundreds of thousands of basic units. The polymerization index N of natural and
synthetic polymers can thus span a large window, with a large corresponding span
in physical dimensions. Fluorescently labeled !-phage DNA, for instance, can be
observed under an optical microscope. Its dimensions are of order of one micrometer.
At such large length-scales, the behavior of the chains is universal and it does not
depend on their detailed microscopic structure. Universality means that di"erent
polymers belonging to the same universality class obey the same laws, independent
of their microscopic architecture. If, for instance, one measures in solution the
size R(N) of polymers with di"erent molecular weights M and thus, with di"erent
polymerization indexes N , one finds R(N1)/R(N2) = ((N1/N2), where ((x) is an
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universal function independent of molecular specificity, that applies for instance
equally to PS in benzene or to PEG in water. In this summary of polymer properties,
we will focus on the universality class of semi-flexible polymers, which describes well
DNA chains of di"erent sizes. For this class, the microscopic nature of the chains
determines it local bending rigidity, or in other words, its local flexibility. In the
limit of very small rigidities, the chain is naturally named a flexible chain, and in
this limit ((x) = x1/2.The exponent 1/2 characterizes flexible chain statistics in the
absence of excluded volume interactions and it can also be interpreted[43] as the
inverse of the chains fractal dimension Df , here Df = 2. As we will see below, for a
finite flexibility, the chain behavior depends on the spatial dimensions at which we
test its properties.

Flexible chains

Measures of chain size and monomer concentration.
The instantaneous conformation of a polymer chain is described by the position
Rn of all its monomers n ) [0, N ], where bold letters indicate vectors in a three-
dimensional space. For long chains, in spite of the discrete intrinsic nature of the
polymers at the scale of a monomer, it is more convenient to describe the chemical
length n by a continuous variable. One of the ends of the chains is thus R0 and the
other RN , the end-to-end distance being given by R = RN # R0. The statistical
properties of the chains are controlled by the conditional probability of finding one
end of the chain at RN , given that the other end position is at R0, a quantity also
named the propagator of the chain GN(R0, RN). For gaussian chains, when the
excluded volume interactions between monomers are not considered, this quantity
can be easily computed for the free chains and for many of the restricted geometry
situations that we will meet in our work[44]. We review here the most relevant forms
of the propagators. For a free chain in the bulk, the propagator is called the free
propagator, it decomposes into the product of three propagators, one for each space
direction (x, y, z):

GN(R0, RN) = GN(x0, y0, z0; xN , yN , zN) = Gx
N(x0, xN)Gy

N(y0, yN)Gz
N(z0, zN)

(1.12)
Since all the directions in space are here equivalent, all the propagators have the
same functional form Gx

N = G0
N(x0, xN), Gy

N = G0
N(y0, yN) and Gz

N = G0
N(z0, zN)

with
G0

N(t, t#) =
$ 3

2#a2N

%1/2
exp

&

#3(t # t#)2

2a2N

'

(1.13)

Measures of the physical properties of the chains, that depend on the size of the
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chain can be computed from the propagators. For instance, the average value of
the end-to-end vector *R+ = (

dRRGN = 0 and *R2+ = (
dRR2GN = Na2. We

will also deal often with Rg, the so called radius of gyration of the chain, defined
by R2

g = 1/N
( N

0 *(Rn # Rcm)2+ where Rcm is the chain center of mass Rcm =
1/N

( N
0 Rn. From the propagator one finds that *(Rn # Rm)2 = |m # n|a2 and thus

R2
g = 1/(N2) ( N

0 dn
( n

0 dm(n # m)a2 = Na2/6.

The propagator can also be regarded as a restricted partition function of the
chain, the total partition function Z being given by Z = (

dR0
(

dRNGN(R0, RN).
When the chain ends are kept at positions R0 $ (0, 0, 0) and R0 $ (d, 0, 0) then
the free energy penalty for the reduction of the chain conformations is given by
F = #kBT ln Z = 3kBTd2/(2Na2). The chain behaves, from the mechanical point
of view, as a spring of spring constant 3kBT/(Na2).

The monomer concentration c(r) can also be computed from GN . Lets for in-
stance assume that one end of the chain is fixed at position R0 $ (0, 0, 0). Then,
the probability of finding a monomer of rank n at position r in space is given
(

dRNGn(0, r)G(N!n)(r, RN)/ (
dRNGN(0, RN). Integrating over all ranks n one

gets

c(r) =
( N

0
(

dRNGn(0, r)G(N!n)(r, RN)
(

dRNGN(0, RN) (1.14)

For the free chain, one gets

c(r) = 3
2#a2r

erfc
&

r

2Rg

'

(1.15)

that only depends, for symmetry reasons on r the modulus of vector r. Erfc is the
complementary error function [45]. At short distances the concentration decreases as
1/r, as expected from simple gaussian statistics. Indeed, the number of monomers m
within a distance r from the center being m ! r2, the concentration is c(r) ! m/r3 =
1/r. At large distances, for r , Rg the concentration decreases exponentially.

For chains restricted to a half-space above say, the impenetrable plane defined
by y = 0, the x and z propagators assume the same forms as the free propagator,
but the y behavior is governed by a di"erent functional form that accounts for the
vanishing probability of finding the chain at the wall, Gy

N(y0, yN) = G$
N(y0, yN) with

the half-space propagator G$
N given by:

G$
N(t, t#) =

$ 3
2#a2N

%1/2 )

exp
&

#3(t # t#)2

2a2N

'

# exp
&

#3(t + t#)2

2a2N

'*

. (1.16)

Note that the half space propagator vanishes at the wall (G$
N(y0 = 0, yN) = G$

N(y0, yN =
0) = 0 as required by wall impenetrability. From this propagator one can for in-
stance find that the vertical dimensions of the chain, as defined for instance by *z2

N+
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at fixed position z0, depend on z0. For z0 very far from the wall, *z2
N+ & Na2/3 as

for the free chain. Asymptotically close to the wall, when z0 & 0, *z2
N+ & 2Na2/3:

the vicinity of the wall hinders many of the chain conformations, resulting in a free
energy penalty that drives the chain as far from the surface as it can, given the
entropy penalty for chain stretching.

We will see later that end-grafted DNAs in our DNA carpets can also be con-
fined within an impenetrable corner, between the substrate and the almost vertical
wall of the vesicle. The propagator in such configuration where a second plane
at z = 0 also hinders the chain conformations is simply given by GN(R0, RN) =
G0

N(x0, xN)G$
N(y0, yN)G$

N(z0, zN).

We will see in Chapter 3 the consequences for the monomer concentrations of the
restrictions imposed by the presence of one or two walls. Since the vesicle membrane
can make an arbitrary angle between 0 and #/2 with the substrate, we also write
here for reference the propagator of a chain confined in a wedge of angle )w. Here,
it is more appropriate to describe the position vectors in the cylindrical geometry
with (r, ), x), where r = (y2 + z2)1/2 and ) = tan!1(y/z). The propagator can be
decomposed in a free x part and a wedge propagator GN(r0, )0, x0; rN , )N , xN) =
G0

N(x0, xN)Gw
N(r0, )0; rN , )N) with

Gw
N(r0, )0; rN , )N) =

$ 3
2#a2N

% 4#

)w
exp

&

#3(r2
0 + r2

N)
2a2N

' %+

p=1
sin p#)0

)w
sin p#)N

)w
I p!

"w

$3r0rN

Na2

%

(1.17)
with I$ a modified Bessel function of order * [45].

Semiflexible chains.

Infinitely flexible polymers as the ones described above, have uncorrelated tan-
gent vectors tn = +Rn/+n along the chain, *tntm+ = a2,(n # m): the memory of
the direction of the chain is lost after a small step along the chain. Polymers and
biopolymers with finite flexibility exhibit a persistence length -p much larger than
the monomer size.

For such chains, tangent vectors along the chain are correlated as *tntm+ =
a2 exp[#(|n # m|)/-p]. Memory of the local orientation is lost for chemical distances
along the chain much larger than the persistence length -p. Computing the average
end-to-end vector R2 = ( N

0 dn
( n

0 dm*tntm+ = a2 gives

R2 = 2-2
p

,
L

-p
# 1 + e

! L
#p

-

(1.18)
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When the contour length L of the chain is much longer than the persistence length
L , -p, the chain behaves as a gaussian chain with index of polymerization N =
L/-p and monomer size a = 21/2-p. When the chain contour length is much shorter
than the persistence length L - -p, the chain behaves as a rigid rod, and the end-to
end vector is R = L.

For DNAs in the usual bu"ers, the persistence length is on the order of 1/20 of
one micron. The contour length of !-phage DNA being of order of 20 µm, there
are roughly four hundred persistent lengths in the chain, which behaves thus at the
optical length scales as a flexible chain.

The statistical properties of a semi-flexible chain can also be formally described
by a propagator, that matches the flexible propagator for properties measured at
scales larger than the persistence length. A closed analytical form of the propagator
at all length scales is however not available, so many properties of these chains are
computed either in the flexible limit L - -p by flexible Gaussian chain statistics
or in the semi-flexible limit L , -p by analysis of the chain fluctuations around an
almost straight, rod-like conformation.

When a force is applied at the extremities of a semi-flexible chain of length
L , -p, the chain reacts for small deformations as a spring, with the usual spring
properties of a Gaussian chain. For large forces however, the forces deviate strongly
from the linear force-extension relation, and diverges as the end-to-end distance
approaches full stretching. An interpolation formula that accounts both for the
strong stretching regime and for the weak stretching limit where the extension is
determined by the linear response of the fluctuating coil can be written as [40]:

f = kBT

-p

.

/*z+
L

# 1
4 + 1

4(1 # &z'
L )2

0

1 (1.19)

where f is a force applied along the z direction and *z+ is the average projected
length along z and kBT/-p = 0.06 pN is the natural unit of force. Note that as
expected the force diverges when *z+ & L. In our case, we will devote a particular
e"ort to understand such force-extension relation when the semi-flexible chain is
confined inside a tube. We compute here such a relation by applying a parabolic
confinement potential to the transverse directions of the chain. In this case the
conformation of the chain under a force f , confined inside of a tube with section
dimensions (h, d) - -p can be computed from the hamiltonian
H = L

+

q

(kBT -pq4 + fq2 + Bx)xqx!q/2 + L
+

q

(kBT -pq4 + fq2 + By)yqy!q/2 (1.20)

where the chain is described by the parametric representation x(z), y(z) and its
Fourier transforms xq, yq. Fixing the amplitudes Bx, By of the confinement potential
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by requiring zero force mean square amplitudes *x2+ = h2 and *y2+ = d2, one gets
the average of the relative excess length

1 # *L+
L

= 1
4

2
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where *L+ is the average projected length of the chain measured along the confine-
ment tunnel. In the limit of no confinement, one recovers the Marko-Siggia relation
Equation (A.1), while at zero force f = 0 one gets the average extension caused by
the confinement of the chain in the tunnel.
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1.3 Membrane and polymer interactions

1.3.1 Polymer Membrane Interactions

As we have seen, fluid bilayers self-assemble from phospholipid solutions as molecu-
larly thin membranes of roughly 5 nm, that build in the living realm the walls of cells
and cellular organelles [46]. In this context we have also seen that giant Unilamellar
Vesicles or GUV’s are of particular interest. They can be conveniently prepared by
electroformation, with sizes up to one hundred micrometers and studied by several
optical microscopy and micromanipulation methods.

Fluid membranes are often exposed to interactions with other macromolecular
species [47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54]. In formulations for detergents, pharma-
ceutics or cosmetics, polymers are added for performance, processing, conditioning
or delivery [55]. A number of formulations based on advanced polymer decorated
membranes have been proposed in the emerging context of drug vectorization, en-
capsulation and targeting [56, 57]. Interesting examples are those made from a
mixture of PEG-lipids and phospholipids [58]. In living organisms the walls of cells
and cellular organelles host many large proteins and other biopolymers responsible
for the mechanical coupling of the membrane with the cytoskeleton, providing coat-
ing protection or engaging in fusion or adhesion events [30, 59]. Understanding the
interactions between a polymer chain and a fluid membrane, is thus of a clear practi-
cal importance, but it also poses fascinating questions for the statistical physicist of
the soft nanosciences. We described above in this introduction chapter some of the
concepts from the physics of simple fluid bilayers and from polymer chains that are
now well understood, following seminal work by Helfrich [60] who first recognized the
importance of the membrane bending elasticity, and by Edwards and de Gennes who
developed the statistical physics tools to deal with chain connectivity. The extensive
theoretical and experimental studies in polymers and membranes contributed to the
writing of one of the finest chapters in modern statistical physics [61, 62], but the
entropic nature of the interactions between these two classes of soft nanomaterials
is still to be throughly inspected and understood [63].

This work was centrally motivated by this scientific challenge, in a field where
it is important to understand both the deformations imposed upon a membrane by
a soft pressure tool such as a polymer, but also where the soft surface deforms and
confines the polymer, in a number of interesting conformations that can be optically
visualized under a fluorescence microscope. It is fair to say that progress attained
in this work can be attached to the latter rather than to the former approach.
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A review of the interesting aspects related to membrane deformation and rigidity
modifications induced by the polymers on the membranes can be found in reference
[63].

1.3.2 Scraping and stapling of end-grafted DNAs

The interaction between a soft fluid membrane and a unique polymer has been
investigated experimentally during the PhD thesis of M-L Hisette [64]. She studied
the adhesion of GUVs on functionalized substrates with end-grafted !-phage DNA
molecules, by observing with fluorescence microscopy the final equilibrium states of
stretched DNAs confined in the membrane-substrate gap of the adhesion patch. In
this section, her main results are summarized.

Details of the sample preparation and methods are described in the Section 1.4
below. Briefly, in her work glass cover slips were covered with a monolayer of strep-
tavidin molecules. One end of !-phage DNAs was functionalized with biotin and
attached to the streptavidinated substrate. Then biotinylated GUVs were let to
spread over such DNA carpets. The adhesion regions of individual adhered vesicles
were analyzed by both Reflection Interference Contrast Microscopy (RICM) and flu-
orescence images. Figure 1.19 shows a typical final state of adhesion. The adhesion
patch is shown in Figure 1.19(a) as a dark gray region (RICM) and the corresponding
fluorescence image is shown in Figure 1.19(b). End-grafted DNA molecules outside
of the adhesive patch appear in the image as bright dots of roughly one-micrometer
size. In real time, these dots display confined Brownian motion, as expected from
end-grafted polymers. DNA molecules within the patch are displayed as bright
stripes oriented along the radial direction. These stripes end by a brighter dot-like
region that was named the DNA head, close to the patch periphery. In real time
images, the stripes exhibit a vanishing mobility whereas the heads display confined
Brownian motion similar to molecules outside the patch.

Due to technical limitations, the dynamics of the adhesion as observed in the
fluorescence mode, from the DNA molecules point of view, could be caught only
for a few adhesion events. However, using an original setup which enabled the
simultaneous observation of the membrane adhesive front (RICM), and the DNAs
evolution (fluorescence), a qualitative description of the whole process at play during
the adhesion stage has been built. Figure 1.20(a) is a sketch of the adhesion scenario,
from a side view, while Figure 1.20(b) shows details with real images of both the
adhesion patch and the grafted DNAs at the same location and time during three
di"erent spreading stages. The nucleated adhesion patch has a roughly circular
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.19: Typical RICM and fluorescence images obtained from a biotinylated
giant vesicle that has spread on a streptavidin-coated substrate carrying also end-
grafted DNA molecules: (a) RICM image; the dark grey region corresponds to the
membrane patch in close contact with the substrate; (b) fluorescence image of the
same substrate zone, showing DNAs as bright structures. Scale bar is 10 µm.

shape, and it grows radially as the spreading front scrapes the DNA molecules that it
finds on its way. Spreading slows down exponentially as the patch radius approaches
its final value. It is worth to note that once adhesion stops, DNA molecules keep
their shape and fluorescence intensity distribution while in the membrane-substrate
gap for hours. This will be explained at the end of this section.

The membrane-DNA interaction during the adhesion process is quantitatively
analyzed in Figure 1.20(c). The left plot shows the positions rh of a DNA head and
rf of the corresponding nearest point on the grey disk border, measured with respect
to the geometrical center of the disk. The rf curve displays roughly exponential
adhesion kinetics, typical of vesicle spreading when di"usion of ligands does not
play a significant role. The characteristic spreading time is here of the order of ten
seconds. The right plot of Figure 1.20(c) correlates rh and rf by plotting the position
rh of the head of the DNA as a function of rf at successive times. It shows that the
forces induced by the front propagation start to act on the DNA chain when the
front comes within a few micrometers of the chain. From then on, the chain head
keeps its position to the fore of the front until the propagation stops.

Shear gradients in the fluid just in front of the advancing membrane wall have
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Figure 1.20: Kinetics of adhesion patch formation. (a) schematic representation of
the vesicle, substrate and DNA molecules at three di"erent stages; (b) RICM and
fluorescence images of the same surface region showing front propagation and the
concomitant DNA stretching and immobilization; Scale bar is 10 µm. (c) comparison
between the positions of the patch front rf (!) and of one DNA free head rh ("),
showing that the vesicle spreading front scrapes the DNA carpet. Images were
acquired at 3 images per second.
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been calculated to be smaller than 2 s!1, a limit value corresponding to the highest
front propagation velocities measured in these experiments (circa 10 µm s!1). For
this range of shear gradients, a DNA chain is expected to stretch by less than a few
micrometers, and is observed in Figure 1.20(c), where the DNA head starts to move
away from the advancing front when the front approaches the DNA by typically
3 µm.

Finally, as mentioned above, at the end of the spreading process, the DNA
molecules keep their final configurations for hours; partially confined and stapled by
the biotin streptavidin bonds under the adhesion patch and fully mobile for those
segments outside the patch.
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Figure 1.21: Graphical representation of the distribution of stretched DNA under
the adhesion patch. (a) The target-like picture displays the DNA grafting sites (!),
the DNA free ends or “heads” ("), and the end-to-end vector (-). The black circle
corresponds to the adhesive patch border, and the shaded rings show above-average
probability densities for the grafting sites (blue) and the chain heads (red). Data
was collected from several tens of vesicles. (b) Distribution P()) of the orientation
) of the end-to-end vector (-) with respect to the radial orientation of the adhesive
patch. The Gaussian bell is a fit to the data with width (") = 0.19 radians. (c)
Distribution P(r) of the grafting sites (!) and free ends (") with respect to a
normalized patch radius r (( 2#P (r)dr = 1). The dashed lines are average densities.

A quantitative analysis of the orientation of the DNA stripes in the membrane-
substrate gap showed a sharp distribution around the radial direction, meaning that
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this orientation is, as expected, generated by the radial spreading forces, see in Fig-
ure 1.21. This has been checked for various biotin surface concentrations on the
membrane. Furthermore, a quantitative analysis of the fluorescence light distribu-
tion along the stapled DNAs, in particular the relative intensity along the stretched
part versus that of the fluctuating head, provided the measure of the contour length
density in the stretched region. It has been evidenced that the contour length den-
sity n depends on the biotin fraction in the membrane, as emphasized in Figure 1.22,
presenting n as a function of the relative grafting position r. It can be seen that for
2% biotin, n is close to unity, whatever the position of the grafting point with respect
to the initial nucleation point, meaning that all the DNA chains are almost com-
pletely stretched for 2% biotin. As expected, n increases when the biotin fraction
decreases, corresponding to an increase of chain folding with decreasing adhesion
force.

Our studies indicate the optical path of the DNA integrates a zig-zag path at
the microscopic level, which we called the primitive path [65]. Indeed the local light
distribution and the associated DNA stretching reveal that the vesicle is confined
within a distance h between the substrate and the membrane in the vertical direction
(h . 10 nm). In the lateral direction, it is within a distance d between the ligand
spacers (d . 0.9n!1/2, d = 5 nm for n=1/25, and d = 60 nm for n=1/5000).

As a summary, the work of Marie Laure Hisette uncovered the intimate mecha-
nisms at play, when a bio-adhesive membrane spreads on a substrate populated by
large bio-macromolecules. When the bio-adhesive membrane spreads by the well-
known rolling-out movement of the bilayer, as the many discrete ligand-receptor
stickers progressively bind it to the substrate, it has been found that the advancing
front of the adhesive region e"ectively generates outward forces on the bio-molecules
anchored to the substrate, in a scraping movement able to fully stretch grafted DNA
chains. The results suggest that the scraping forces have a weak hydrodynamic com-
ponent acting over a few microns and a strong steric component acting at membrane
polymer contact. The discovery of scraping and stapling mechanisms in adhesive
patch formation is likely to have a wide impact in bioadhesion: it will not only
provide new guidelines for designing experiments and to devise new, more relevant
biomimetic systems but it will also significantly contribute to a better understanding
of cell adhesion.
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Figure 1.22: Statistical information about the stretching imposed on the DNA
molecules by the scraping and stapling process. (a) Original fluorescence image
in grey levels. The DNA free end or “head” appears as a circular region of higher
intensity. The length of the DNA tail is here 6.3 µm. (b) Three-dimensional repre-
sentation of the same fluorescence intensity. Total and partial intensities described
in the text are computed as the volumes under this surface. (c) Original (inset) and
averaged values of the contour length density n described in the text, as a func-
tion of the normalized radial position of the grafted chain end r. Values of n close
to one indicate complete stretching whereas larger n values show looser configura-
tions. Stretching increases with surface density of ligands .1 = 1/(3600 nm2) (#),
.2 = 1/(360 nm2)) ($) and .3 = 1/(36 nm2)) (%).

1.4 Materials and methods

1.4.1 Sample preparation

Streptavidin-coated surface preparation

As mentioned before, steptavidin has a strong binding a!nity to biotin. In this
section we describe how to prepare streptavidin coated surfaces to anchor the bi-
otinylated vesicles or the DNAs. The final functionalized surface is composed of
three layers: silane, glutaraldehyde and streptavidin, as shown in Figure 1.23.
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Figure 1.23: Schematic of three layers of functionalized substrate: sliane, glutaralde-
hyde and streptavidin.

Silanization. 3-Aminopropyl triethoxy silane (APTES) is widely used for surface
modification of glass or silica. The silane reagent forms covalent bonds with the
hydroxyl groups on the surfaces. The structure of the self-assembled monolayers
strongly depend on the reaction conditions, such as solvent nature and quality,
temperature or reaction time [66, 67]. We describe here below our preparation
method, referring to previous work for further details [64, 68].

For our experiments we prepared both functionalized glass slides of round shapes
and rectangular shapes. Depending on the shape of the slides, we used either a
homemade Teflon box or a ceramic grid as holders.

• For the primary cleaning of glass slides, the glass slides were loaded into the
Teflon box one by one. The box was then filled successively with acetone
(99.5%, Sigma, puro), isopropanol (99%, Sigma, ph), ethanol (99.8%, Sigma,
analysis) and Milli-Q water, and ultrasonicated for 15 min for each solvent.

• Surface activation. We prepared 150 ml of piranha solution by pouring 120 ml
sulfuric acid H2SO4 (95 ! 97%, Sigma-Aldrich, puriss) into 30 ml hydrogen
peroxide H2O2 (30%, Sigma-Aldrich, purum). The reaction is exothermic and
small bubbles immediately appear. Mixing and further heating is not required.
The piranha solution was then poured carefully under the hood into the Teflon
box. After incubation of the glass slides in the reactive solution for 1 hour,
they were rinsed with a large amount of Milli-Q water to wash the acid away.
The glass slides were then rinsed with ethanol once, and kept in the box with
ethanol for 0.5 ! 1 h to replace the remaining traces of water on the glass
slides.
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• Silanization. 3 ml of distilled APTES(98%, Fluka, purum) were added to
150 ml of absolute ethanol (99.8%, Sigma-Aldrich, puriss) under stirring. This
results in a 2% v/v APTES solution. Although APTES can cover 80% of the
surface in about 3 min, our slides were incubated in the solution for at least
one hour, in order to achieve complete coverage, our slides were incubated
in the APTES solution for 1 hour. The sample was then rinsed once with
ethanol to remove the excess APTES, and then a second rinse with Milli-Q
water. Excess of the water during silanization is known as a possible cause
for poor results, but the presence of the water afterwards enhances the surface
density of silane.

• Drying. The sample was dried in an oven at 100"C for 1 hour.

The prepared glass slides were stored after silanization up to one month in a dark,
dry place at room temperature until use for the further treatment.

Glutaraldehyde. Glutaraldehyde is one of the most widely used fixatives for
biomolecules and cells for microscopy purpose. A solution of glutaraldehyde(8%,
Polysciences) was deposited onto the silanized glass slides and incubated for 30 min
for activation of the surfaces with aldehyde groups. To avoid evaporation during
the incubation, a wet chamber may be used for incubation. The samples were
then rinsed by Mili-Q water and dried under nitrogen for the preparation of the
streptavidin layer immediately afterwards.

Streptavidin. Finally, streptavidin-coated substrates were obtained by sequential
incubation with 0.1 mg mL!1 streptavidin solution in PBS (Sigma-Aldich) for 1 hour.
The sample was then rinsed three times by 1( TBE (Tris-Borate-EDTA bu"er,
Sigma-Aldrich) bu"er, avoiding to dry the sample during the procedure.

New glutaraldehyde layers and fresh streptavidin layers were always prepared
the same day of the experiments.

End-functionalizing and visualizing DNA

!-phage is a virus that infects the bacterium E. Coli. !-phage DNA is composed
of 48, 502 basepairs, and weighs 3.1 ( 107 Dalton. Its native contour length is
16.5 µm, which increases to 19.8 µm upon insertion of 20% fluorescent molecule
such as YOYO [69].
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Koota J et al, introduced the method for end-tethered lambda-DNA mushrooms
hydrophilic substrates [70]. !-phage DNAs (BioLabs) is supplied in circular form
with two nicks, the discontinuity in the backbone allows for release of torsion in the
strands. During heating the circular !-DNA is opened at the nicks with two comple-
mentary overhangs as 5’-AGGTCGCCGCCC-3’ and 5’-GGGCGGCGACCT-3’. For
functionalizing DNA ends, one can hybridize linear !-DNA with various functional-
ized oligomers which bare complementary sequences with respect to the overhangs.
The functional group attached to the oligomers can be biotin, digoxigenin, thiol or
di"erent dyes. Here the double end-grafted DNAs used (Chapter 2) were prepared
by biotin functionalized oligomers at both overhangs. The single end-grafted DNAs
used (Chapter 4) were prepared with biotin functionalized oligomers at one over-
hang and by attaching digoxigenin-functionalized oligomers at the other overhang.
The functionalized oligomers were purchased from MWG-Biotech. The protocol for
DNA preparation is described below, and schematically represented in Figure 1.24.
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Figure 1.24: !-phage DNA end functionalization. (a) Circular !-phage DNA struc-
ture. (b) The DNA ring opens and upon heating and maintains the linear confor-
mation by rapid chilling. (c) DNA hybridizes with complementary oligomers. (d)
DNA ligation to close the backbone.
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• 66 µL of !-DNA (500 µg mL!1) were pipetted into a tube.

• The DNA solution was then heated to 75"C for ! 10 to 15 min to open the
ring. The sample was then rapidly cooled on ice for 5 min.

• 10 µL ligase bu"er, 3.4 µL oligo 1, 3.4 µL oligo 2 and 17.2 µL Mili-Q water
were pipetted into the tube, resulting in 100 µL total solution.

• Hybridization was obtained by heating the solution at 50"C for 1 h.

• The sample was cooled down to room temperature, and 3.4 µL T4 ligase
(Biolabs) were added for closing the gap in the backbone between the DNA and
the oligomers. Ligation took 30 mins at 25"C or 1 hour at room temperature.

• The DNA sample was purified by Nick column (Pharmacia Biotech).

• The DNA concentration was measured photometrically at a wavelength of
260 nm.

The concentrated DNA stock solution can be stored in the freezer at #20"C for
over one year. To avoid frequent freezing and defreezing, the mother solution should
be kept in small aliquots (5 ! 20 µL) in eppendorf tubes.

The DNAs are stained with the fluorescent dye YOYO for visualization.

• YOYO-1 (1mM Invitrogen) solution was diluted 50 times by 0.5(TBE.

• 1.5 µL of 0.02 mM YOYO-1 solution were put into the DNA solution of 100 ng
!-DNA.

• The sample was incubated for 15 min at 50"C.

• The DNA solution was then diluted down to 1 ! 2 ng µL!1 with 1(TBE.

This protocol results in a ratio of 1 : 4 YOYO to DNA basepairs. Due to
the strong specific adhesion between biotin and streptavidin, the end-grafted DNA
carpet was obtained by incubating the streptavidinated substrates with a drop of
biotinylated DNA solution. The density of the DNA-carpet can be tuned by incu-
bation time, from 2 min to 1 hour. After incubation, the surface was gently rinsed
with TBE.
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Biotinylated GUV preparation

The phospholipids used in my work are

• 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DOPC, Sigma-Aldrich),

• biotinylated lipid: 1,2-distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N
-[biotinyl(polyethylene glycol)-2000](DSPE-PEG(2000) Biotin, Avanti)

• fluorescently labeled lipid: 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N
-(lissamine rhodamine B sulfonyl)(18:1 Liss Rhod PE, Avanti).

The three lipid structures are shown in Figure 1.25. DSPE-PEG(2000) Biotin and
DOPC were mixed with di"erent molar ratios in the range of 1/25 to 1/5000, so
as to tune the adhesion strength. To be able to obtain fluorescence images of the
vesicles, 1/500 molar ratio of Liss Rhod PE was added. Biotinylated GUVs were
prepared by the electroformation method.

DOPC

DSPE-PEG(2000) Biotin

18:1 Liss Rhod PE

Figure 1.25: Chemical structures of the three mainly lipids used in this work DOPC,
DSPE-PEG(2000)Biotin and 18:1 Liss Rhod PE
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Chloroform is a good solvent for the phospholipids in the present study. To
avoid chloroform evaporation, the lipid solutions were stored in glass vials with caps
firmly closed and sealed by Teflon tapes in a freezer at #20"C. The concentration
of the prepared mixtures was 1 ! 2 mg mL!1. About 10µL of a lipid solution was
deposited onto an ITO (Indium Tin Oxide) coated glass, a conductive substrate.
During the solvent evaporation, a thin film of lipid layers forms, that presents an
iridescent appearance to light. To remove any trace of chloroform, the lipid coated
glasses were kept under vacuum for 1 ! 2 hours. An incubation chamber was built
by facing two ITO glasses with a ring of Sigillum wax (Vitrex, Denmark) or a Teflon
spacer. The chamber was then filled with a 0.1 mM sucrose solution, and connected
to an AC field generator. A 1.5 V and 10 Hz AC voltage was applied across the
1 mm chamber gap, see in Figure 1.26. Generally after 2 hours, the giant vesicles
were grown and could be transferred to an eppendorf vial. The vesicle solution could
be kept at 4"C for a couple of days.

!
1V 10Hz

Figure 1.26: Electroformation of vesicles from a lipid mixture.

Azotab synthesis.

Azobenzene trimethylammonium bromide (AzoTAB) used in Chapter 4 was syn-
thesized by the collaborator D. Baigl et al. [71], according to a procedure adapted
from [72]. Surfactant purity was 99% determined by GC and by 250 MHz1H and
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Glass slide
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Figure 1.27: RICM basic principle: the
sample is observed through an oil-
immersion objective that provides index
matching between the objective lens and
the coverslip. The sample is illumi-
nated in the epi-illumination mode, with
a monochromatic light that partially re-
flects at i) the coverglass/water interface,
and ii) the water/sample interface. The
latter two partial reflected rays interfere
and form an interference image of the sam-
ple frontier.

13C NMR spectroscopy.

1.4.2 Optical methods

Three optical methods were used: Reflection Interference Contrast Microscopy (RICM)
for vesicle adhesion characterization, fluorescence microscopy for DNA conformation
observation, and motion detection and confocal microscopy for inspection of vesicle-
DNA interaction in 3D.

Reflection Interference Contrast Microscopy

RICM is widely used for studying various processes at interfaces, such as wetting or
adhesion. It enables probing dynamical phenomena and may provide quantitative
measurements of short distances at the nanometer scale between a substrate and
the sample [73, 74].

The optical basis of RICM is depicted in Figure 1.27. The incoming monochro-
matic light of intensity I0 is partly reflected at the glass/water interface (I1), and par-
tially transmitted into the cell. The second partially reflexion at the liquid/sample
interface I2 is also collected by the objective. Rays I1 and I2 interfere with each
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other, giving rise to a total intensity that can be expressed as:

I = I1 + I2 + 2
8

I1I2cos[2kh(x) + (] (1.22)

with wave number k = 2#n1/!, in which ! is the light wavelength. ( is a phase
shift that usually equals to #. h(x) denotes the vertical distance between the object
and the substrate at lateral position x. In the case of i.e. observation of a phos-
pholipid membrane near a glass substrate, the intensities I1 and I2 depend on the
refractive indexes of glass (n0 = 1.49), aqueous solution (n1 = 1.33) and the lipid
membrane (n2 = 1.5). Thus, for a homogeneous sample, variations of gray levels
with observation time or along the lateral position, correspond to variations in the
substrate/object distance.

Typical RICM images of GUVs close to a glass coverslip are shown in Figure 1.28.
The concentric dark and bright rings in (a) correspond to a spherical tense vesicle.
Figure 1.28(b) shows a floppy vesicle with a large surface area of contact between
the membrane and the substrate. Real time images show gray level variations corre-
sponding to the brownian fluctuations of the membrane. In (c), there is an homoge-
nous and stable gray, round shaped region, corresponding to the adhesion patch of
a biotinylated vesicle that spread over a streptavidinated substrate.

tense 
vesicle

(a)
floppy
vesicle

(b) (c)

vesicle
adheresion

Figure 1.28: Typical RICM images of vesicles close to a glass substrate. (a) Tense
vesicle leading to Newton rings. (b) Snapshot of the fluctuating gray levels obtained
with a floppy vesicle in contact with the substrate. (c) Adhered vesicle showing an
homogenous adhesion patch.

The RICM image contrast can be enhanced by reducing the stray light contribu-
tion to the final image. For that purpose, we used the antiflex technique developed
by Ploem [75], the principle of which is shown in Figure 1.29. A monochromatic
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light (red line) is linearly polarized prior to entering the antiflex objective, equipped
with a !/4 plate. The light reflected by the sample is then let to pass through an
analyser oriented at 90" with respect to the polariser (blue line).

objective with
 !/4-plate

beam splitter

polarizer
analyzer

CCD-camera

monochr.
light

Figure 1.29: The working principle of the antiflex technique : polariser, quarter
wave plate and analyser help to suppress stray light contribution to the final image,
therefor enhancing the contrast of the interference picture.

Fluorescence microscopy

Fluorescence illumination and observation is one of the most extensively employed
microscopy techniques nowadays, especially in biology. The basic principle of fluores-
cence microscopy relies on the specific material labeling with a fluorescent molecule
called a fluorophore. The specimen is illuminated with light of a specific wavelength
which is absorbed by the fluorophore, causing it to emit light of longer wavelengths,
i.e. of a di"erent color than the absorbed light. Practically, the light from a light
source, usually a Xenon-arc lamp or a Mercury-vapor lamp, is filtered by an “exci-
tation filter” that matches the spectral excitation of the fluorophore and reflected
by a dichroic mirror of the right wavelength threshold, towards the sample. The
emitted fluorescence light is collected through the microscope objective. It passes
the same dichroic mirror and is finally filtered by the “emission filter” that separates
this much weaker light from the excitation light.
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Figure 1.30: The principle of fluorescence and fluorescence microscopy.

Confocal Microscopy

Compared to conventional fluorescence microscopy, confocal microscopy uses point
illumination and a spatial pinhole in order to eliminate out-of-focus light in speci-
mens that are thicker than the focal plane, as shown in Figure 1.31. Thus, confocal
microscopy increases the optical resolution in the sample depth direction (typically
0.5 µm), but at the cost of decreased signal intensity. Also, the thin optical sec-
tioning makes confocal microscopes particularly good at 3D imaging, but as only
one point in the sample is illuminated at a time, 2D or 3D imaging requires scan-
ning over a regular raster, i.e. a rectangular pattern of parallel scanning lines in
the specimen, that makes image acquisition rather long. Scanning one focal plane
takes about 1 s. Conventional confocal microscopy is thus limited to the study of
immobile or slowly evolving samples.

1.4.3 Equipment

Microscope images were obtained using identical inverted microscopes (models TE200
or TE2000 (Nikon, Japan)), equipped with a 100( oil immersion objective (Leica,
NA 1.3). The following fluorescence filter blocks were used to image YOYO1-stained
DNAs, GUVs containing a small fraction of fluorescent lipid, and to induce AzoTAB
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confocal 
aperture

Figure 1.31: The pinhole of a confocal microscope, which screens the out-of focus
illumination .

conformational changes from cis to trans and inversely :

• EX 355/50 nm/DM 400 nm/EM 420 nm

• EX 387/11 nm/DM 409 nm/EM 447/60 nm

• EX 470/20 nm/DM 505 nm/EM 520 nm

• EX 482/35 nm/DM 506 nm/EM 536/40 nm

• EX 543/22 nm/DM 562 nm/EM 593/40 nm

Pictures were recorded via a digital camera (either Hamamatsu ImageEM (EM-
CCD technology) or Diagnostic Instruments (USA) NDIAG 1800). The image anal-
ysis was performed with in-house developed software. Figure 1.32 shows the whole
setup including the observation cell and the Nikon TE2000 microscope. The home-
made observation cell is described in the next section.

Observation cell. A homemade observation cell was used to observe the end-
grafted DNA carpets (Chapter 4). The cell allows the slow exchange of the liquid
surrounding the carpet directly under the microscope. Briefly, a Teflon spacer is
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Hammatsu
EM-CCD camara

Nikon
TE2000

observation cell
syringe puller

Figure 1.32: Microscope Nikon TE2000, Hamamatsu EM-CCD camera, and obser-
vation cell which is connected to a homemade syringe puller, via a Teflon tube.

placed between two glass slides, one of which being the cover glass supporting the
DNA carpet (bottom position). Two teflon tubes (diameter 1.0 mm) are inserted
into the spacer. One of the tubes is connected to a syringe (injection side) while the
other is connected to a container (emptying side). Injecting 1 mL of a liquid into the
cell results in a complete exchange of the liquid contained in the cell. Special care
has been taken to avoid too strong shear rates during the liquid exchange stage.
By observing the DNA the microscope, it was seen that the DNAs were almost
unperturbed by the induced fluid flow.

PVC Cup

Metallic Holder 

Teflon Spacer

Bottom Glass

Flow Chamber

Upper Glass

InletOutlet

Figure 1.33: observation cell enabling slow liquid exchange
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Chapter 2

Vesicle adhesion on double
end-grafted DNA carpet

As we and others have recently shown [65, 76] that, when a bio-adhesive phospho-
lipid vesicle is brought into contact with a carpeted surface of end-grafted !-phage
DNAs, the spreading front of the adhesive patch propagates outwards from a nu-
cleation center, acting as a scraper that strongly stretches the DNA chains. Also,
the multiple bonds created during vesicle spreading immobilize the stretched chains
in the gap between the membrane and the substrate by a stapling-like mechanism.
This e"ectively imposes a restricted geometry to the DNAs. Thus they are confined
vertically between the surface below and the phospholipid bilayer above, and con-
tained laterally within a tunnel, which meanders through the forest of tether-bonds
that connect the membrane to the streptavidin substrate, see Figure 2.1.

The single end-grafted chains studied so far displayed, on the average, a straight,
radially oriented configuration, with respect to the vesicle initial adhesion center.
This suggests that the forces exerted by the membrane on the DNAs during the
spreading process act perpendicularly to the direction of propagation up to variations
in direction due to membrane thermal fluctuation or substrate heterogeneity. Such
experiments on single end-grafted DNAs do not allow however to directly measure
the forces at play during adhesion patch spreading, since the DNA chains can relax
inside their confinement tunnel. Stretching measured from the DNA conformations
after spreading takes place, is therefore only controlled by the lateral and vertical
dimensions of the tunnel. We seek to better characterize the forces applied by
the membrane to the chains by using the DNA itself as a force gauge. As we
will show below this can be achieved by studying the adhesion of GUVs onto the
double end-grafted DNAs. In this chapter we describe both the role played by these

57
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Figure 2.1: The top left image shows schematically the confinement geometry of the
DNAs analyzed. A phospholipid giant unilamellar vesicle is attached to a substrate
by short polymer anchors. The spreading of this attachment region scrapes the
end-grafted DNA molecule, stapling it between the membrane and the substrate, as
the adhesion front advances. The bottom right image combines in a janus display
i) a typical optical fluorescence image where the stretched DNAs are seen as bright
lines and the coiled DNA regions as bright light spots; ii) a typical RICM image
where the adhesion patch appears as a darker disk. The bottom left and top right
drawings further show the typical features of the confined DNAs.

macromolecules in the formation of the adhesive contact, and conversely, the forces
acting on the biopolymers during the spreading of the adhesive region.

2.1 Double end-grafted DNA carpet

We show in Figure 2.2 the experimental geometry that we adopted in this chapter.
As explained in Section 1.4 micrometer-long ! -phage DNAs (in green), extracted
from the bacteriophage lambda, and fluorescently stained by the intercalation of a
dye such as YOYO, can be individually observed under an optical microscope either
in epifluorescence or in the confocal mode. We prepared ! -phage DNAs with two
biotinylated functional extremities, allowing for the grafting of either one or both
ends of the molecule onto a streptavidinated substrate. The strong and specific lock-
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and-key interactions between the chain extremities that carry the biotin ligands and
the streptavidin receptors covering the substrate, result in a carpet of single and
double end-attached chains. As the surface is repulsive to the DNAs, all chain
segments but the extremities can move freely in the solution above the substrate,
only restricted by chain connectivity.

Objective

(B)

(a)

(b) (c)

10 µm 1 µm

Figure 2.2: Double end-grafted DNA carpet. (a) A schematic representation of a
double end-grafted DNA carpet; many DNAs are attached to the substrate by both
ends, but a significant fraction is only grafted by one extremity. (b) An average
image of DNA configurations obtained from 400 fluorescence microscopy images
captured at 12 frames per second. (c) Three average configurations from (b) of
double end-grafted DNA chains with di"erent distances between the two grafted
ends.

The acquisition rate of the fluorescence images is a few frames per second. Hence
the captured light intensity at each pixel is the result of the many chain conforma-
tions explored during acquisition. This results in a blurring e"ect of the individual
conformations in each image. By typically acquiring a few hundreds pictures, and
further averaging over all possible chain conformations, one obtains thus a figure
with light distribution proportional to monomer concentration. This is shown in
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Figure 2.2(b), where chains attached by only one extremity, or by two close extrem-
ities, are seen as cylindrically symmetric light spots. The same figure also shows
extended light distributions that correspond to average double end-grafted DNA
conformations with two extremities distant to each other. Zooms for three examples
of these extended light distributions are also shown in Figure 2.2(c). We refer to
Chapter 3 for a more detailed comparison of the observed light distributions and
the expected monomer distributions from theoretical considerations. Here it su!ces
to say that observed images are the result of the convolution between the chain
monomer distribution and the point spread function of the microscope. Assuming a
random position of the intercalation dyes along the DNA contour this also implies
that the total light intensity in a given pixel is proportional to the total number of
monomers in that pixel.

Under our operating conditions, the DNA surface density .DNA can be varied
from diluted to the surface overlapping density, .%

DNA . 1 µm!2. In practice, we
aimed at obtaining from one to ten DNA molecules under a single adhesive patch.

2.2 DNA conformations resulting from vesicle ad-
hesion

Also conjugated ligands were inserted in phospholipids membranes of giant vesicles,
in order to control the adhesion strength between the membranes and the substrate.
Figure 2.3 shows a strong adhesion kinetics of a giant vesicle with a molar ratio of
1/100 biotinylated phospholipids on the streptavidinated DNA carpet. Figure 2.3(a)
contains RICM images of the adhesion patch growth. The first image shows the
vesicle in the state of prenucleation, when it was close to the substrate but there
were no lock-and-key interaction between the vesicle and substrate. Once the first
few ligand bonds formed, the nucleation happened in less than 0.1 s. The dark
area in the second and later images corresponds to the contact zone between the
membrane and the substrate. The absence of interference rings around the dark
disk shows that the contact angle between the vesicle an the surface is larger than
75", which is a typical phenomenon in strong adhesion. Figure 2.3(b) represents a
schematic side view of a ligand-inserted vesicle, a receptor-coated substrate and an
end-grafted DNA chain at three di"erent spreading stages. After the first few ligand-
receptor bonds formed, the vesicle adheres and spreads on the DNA carpet. Once
the vesicle encountered DNA molecules, it scrapes and finally fully staples the DNA
molecule under the membrane. Figure 2.3(c) shows the time evolution of the ratio
between the adhesion patch radius R and its final value Rf . The adhesion patch
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radius increase rapidly at the beginning. After ! 0.5 s, the radius growth slows
exponentially, and finally asymptotes to the maximum values. Confocal imaging

time (s)

R
/R

f

(a)

(b) (c)

0        2        4        6

0.2
0.0

0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0

10 µm

Figure 2.3: Kinetics of the formation of the adhesive contact between the biotiny-
lated giant vesicle and the streptavidinated substrate. (a) RICM images of adhesion
patch growth. The dark area corresponds to the part of the membrane in close
contact to the substrate. The absence of interference rings around the dark disk
shows that the contact angle between the vesicle and the surface is larger than 75".
(b) Schematic representation of a side view of a vesicle, the substrate and a DNA
chain at three di"erent spreading stages. (c) Time evolution of the ratio between
the adhesion patch radius R and its final value Rf .

o"ers a nice 3D representation of an adhering vesicle, see Figure 2.4. A GUV,
incorporating a molar ratio of 1/200 biotinylated lipids, and 1/500 fluorescent lipids
(in red), is adhered onto a streptavidinated substrate (not shown), confining several
double end-grated DNAs (in green).
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Figure 2.4: A confocal image of
the membrane of a giant vesi-
cle (in red), adhered onto a
substrate (not shown), confining
several double end-grated DNAs
(in green).

2.3 Statistical analysis of the DNA conformations

2.3.1 Single-end grafted DNAs, hairpins, “Ei!el towers” and
loops

Four main types of DNA configuration were observed in our experiments and are
shown in Figure 2.5(a). These conformations are defined in (b) as: single end-grafted
chains, hairpins, “Ei"el towers” and loops.

A freshly prepared double end-grafted DNA carpet covered with adhesive vesicles
exhibits typically 50% of single end-grafted DNAs and 50% of double end-grafted
DNAs. Such an unexpected high rate of single end-grafted DNAs could be related to
some damage of the DNA chains, or simply to some ill-functionality of the biotiny-
lated ends. We measured the relative quantities of each of the four kinds of DNA
configuration as a function of the ligand density in the adhering GUVs. Surprisingly,
these relative fractions are roughly constant with respect to the ligand density, as
shown in Figure 2.6. Thus, the formation of the di"erent configurations seems to be
little influenced by the kinetics of the vesicle spreading.
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Figure 2.5: Typical DNA conformations found under adhered vesicles. (a) An image
reconstructed from several di"erent adhesion events. The red dashed circle repre-
sents the border of the vesicle adhesion patch. (b) The four most frequent shapes
of the confined DNA chains: single end-grafted, hairpin, “Ei"el tower”, and loop.

2.3.2 Mechanism for the formation of hairpins, “Ei!els” and
loops

We plotted the distribution of hairpins, “Ei"el towers” (“Ei"el” for short) and loops
as a function of the end-to-end distance lAB, angle ) and projected distance d between
two grafting points. The geometrical parameters lAB, ), and d are described in
Figure 2.7(a). The projected distance d strongly influences the distribution of the
three conformations. As Figure 2.7(b) shows, 80% of hairpins ("), which exhibit the
shortest projected length, are centered at d = 0 µm. The average value of “Ei"els”
($) is shifted to d = 1.0 µm with the peak at 40%. While the loops (#) have the
widest distribution and the largest value of projected distance, d = 1.5 µm.

Thus, double end-grafted DNAs with shorter projected end-distance form hair-
pins or “Ei"els”, and the ones with longer projected distance form loops. This
suggests that the orientation of the forces exerted onto the DNA varies. One pos-
sible mechanism is the DNA monomers that encounter the membrane induce some
membrane local deformations. Depending on the distance between the encounter-
ing/deformation points, the forces acting on a DNA could be inward or outward.
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Figure 2.6: Relative fraction of the four shapes: single end-grafted DNAs, loops,
“Ei"el towers”, and hairpins obtained from all the adhesive events analyzed (! 800).
The ligand density is expressed as the molar fraction of biotinylated phospholipids.

When the projected distance d is short, instead of pushing DNA chains further
apart, the membrane forces push inwardly on the two segments, so that the Ei"el
or hairpin form. When the projected distance d is large, the local deformations are
recovered over a certain distance, thus, the forces act radially, pushing each DNA
segment apart, so as to form a loop.

2.4 Force analysis along the DNA loops

2.4.1 Loop formation

Over our 800 collected DNA chains, there are about 300 loops, among which less
than 100 DNA loops can be extracted and analyzed. The typical shapes obtained
with the di"erent molar ratios of biotinylated phospholipids 1/25, 1/50, 1/100, 1/200
and 1/500, are shown in Figure 2.9. The vesicles tended to burst with high molar
ratios of biotinylated phospholipids, as 1/25 and 1/50. At a ligand density as low as
1/1000, only a few loops could be found, with an asymmetric shape. No DNA loops
could be found for the ligand densities 1/2000 and 1/5000, although the vesicles
adhered onto the substrate. For most experiments, the DNA shapes showed a clear
orientation along the radial direction of the adhesive patch. Less than 5% of the
loops showed a strange orientation and were ignored.
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Figure 2.7: (a) Schematic representation of the projected end-distance d. A and B
are the two grafting points of the DNA chain, and O is the adhesion patch center. d is
the projection of the length lAB perpendicular to radial direction. (b) Distributions
of hairpin ("), “Ei"el” ($), and loop (#) fractions as a function of projected distance
d. The curves were fitted by gaussian functions.

Figure 2.8: Proposed mechanism for di"erentiation of loop shapes according to the
projected distance d. The continuous line represents the membrane at the adhe-
sive patch border. (a) When the distance d is short, the net membrane forces act
inwardly. (b) When the projected distance is large, a symmetric membrane defor-
mation inside the loop is recovered and the forces act perpendicularly to the average
adhesion front.
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Because of the steric repulsion from DNA chains, the barrier is high for a vesicle
to nucleate in the case of a dense DNA carpet. Once the ligand-receptor bond
forms, the adhesion energy drives the membrane spreading on the streptavidinated
surface. When encountering a DNA chain, the vesicle starts its scraping action,
confining part of the DNA chain under the membrane and pushing the rest of the
chain further, while the confined part encounters stapling. This procedure of loop
formation is described in Figure 2.10.

2.4.2 Force analysis

Starting from a final immobilized DNA loop-like shape, under the adhered mem-
brane, we go back in time and recalculate the entire scenario of the forces at play
during the scraping and stapling process. In Figure 2.11 we assume that at a given
step of the adhesion process, the DNA monomers at the border of the adhesion
patch endure three forces: the external force exerted by the membrane along the
radial direction, the internal force applied by the fraction of DNA chains outside the
membrane, and a balance force, which is also a DNA internal force, originating from
the DNA fraction already stapled under the membrane. The external and internal
forces result in a total force that pushes the DNA monomers forward and deter-
mines the orientation of the chain during that step. If the ligand-receptor bonds
are considered as a pulley, then the forward total force is balanced by the backward
balance force. Using an in-house developed program, we calculated the forces during
the adhesion process. The details are described in the following sections.

How to extract the loops?

A single DNA loop can be extracted from its fluorescence average image. We first
subtract the grey level of the background. Then the skeleton of the DNA loop is
calculated by an in-house developed program. Briefly, the program finds first the
highest intensity pixel of the loop, then determines the local longitudinal direction
and finally fits the cross-sectional distribution of light with a parabolic function.
A sub-pixel localization of the skeleton is then extracted from the maximum of
the parabola. Then the program looks for the next parabola following the local
longitudinal direction. The result of the procedure is a collection of loop coordinates
(Xi, Yi) (i runs from 1 to n). The adhesion center coordinates are recorded as
(X0, Y0). For calculation convenience, the adhesion center is shifted to the origin
(0, 0), and the loop is rotated so that the new loop coordinates (xi, yi) are all in the
first and the second quadrants, with the loop symmetry line perpendicular to the x
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Figure 2.9: Collected shapes of DNA loops generated by the scraping forces of ad-
hering vesicles with di"erent fractions of biotinylated lipids. No loops were observed
under the vesicles with a ligand fraction lower than 1/2000.
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time
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Figure 2.10: Schematics for the mechanism of loop formation. (a) Positions (in red)
and conformations (in green) of double end-functionalized DNAs on the streptavidin
substrate before (left) and after (right) vesicle adhesion occurs. The blue dashed
circle represents the final border of the adhesion patch. (b) After nucleation, as the
adhesion patch (blue disk) spreads, it reaches a double end-grafted DNA, confining
part of the DNA chain under the membranes and pushing the DNA section outside
the membranes outwards, eventually stapling a full DNA loop under the adhesive
membrane patch.

axis, as shown in Figure 2.11.

It is worth to mention that, in most of the cases the adhesion center is not
exactly the adhesion patch center. To determine the adhesion center where the
vesicle starts nucleating and spreading, we select 3 to 5 single end-grafted chains,
record their endpoints and the lines that go through these endpoints. The adhesion
center is defined as the point that has the minimum distance to these lines.
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Figure 2.11: (a) The forces acting on a DNA loop during vesicle spreading. The
solid arc represents the position of the membrane wall at the considered step of the
adhesion process. The solid blue curve is the DNA in its frozen final state. The
dashed blue curve represents the free DNA section at that step. The total force
acting on the section of the DNA loop outside the adhesion patch determines the
local orientation of the loop shape. This force is the sum of the external force that
the spreading membrane exerts on the chain and the internal force between the two
points A and B of the DNA free section. (b) Our force analysis assumes that the
DNA is freely hinged at the patch border, so that the magnitude of the total force
and the balancing force are equal.

How to determine the force directions?

As mentioned before, we consider a step (i) of the scraping and stapling process, as
depicted in Figure 2.11, and extract the directions of the internal force, the external
force and the total force for every single point along the loop skeleton.

The external force exerted by the membrane on the free DNA section is oriented
along the radial direction, pointing from the origin (0, 0) to the contact points A
and B, as shown in Figure 2.11.

The internal force should be perpendicular to the radial direction. The curvature
of the free DNA section along the membrane is always small and ignored. The
internal force is along the line joining the two contact points A and B, as shown
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in Figure 2.11. One should note that usually each grafting point is at a di"erent
distance from the adhesion center. Therefore, one can define a first stage of scraping
and stapling, during which only one DNA segment is submitted to the chain action.
During this period, the internal force points from the corresponding membrane-DNA
contact point to the other grafting point of the chain. This first step ends when the
membrane front reaches this second grafting point. From then on, the forces are
analyzed as described in Figure 2.11.

The direction of the total force, which determines the loop local shape at points
A and B, is defined as the tangent to the DNA curve. This tangent is obtained by
fitting the skeleton across 10 points, centered at A and B, by a 3rd order nonlinear
curve.

We define / as the angle between the internal force vector and the external force
vector and ) as the angle between the internal force vector and the total force vector.
One expects / > ), since fi is always oriented inwardly. From the experimental
point of view, this is generally observed. However, the thermal fluctuations of the
membrane locally induce some random orientation of the DNA loop which was
shown to be in the range 0 to 10" around the radial direction [76]. Therefore, )
appears sometimes larger than /. This corresponds in our calculation to an outwards
internal force, which is impossible. To eliminate this e"ect, which happens locally
for a small number of consecutive points along a given skeleton, the calculation
procedure enforces the total force angle ) to never exceed the value / # 10". Our
calculation supplies a lower bound for the external force at play during the adhesion
spreading.

How to calculate the value of these forces?

The purpose of this section is to explain how we obtain fi and fe. The numerical
program that makes this calculation is given in the Appendix section. We simply
summarize here the main steps of this calculation.

The worm-like chain model can be used to describe the behavior of a long free
DNA chain. It relates the internal tension along the chain and the chain extension.
Concerning the DNA free section outside the membrane adhesion patch, the internal
force fi can be computed directly from the measured distance zout between the
extremities of the free DNA section (points A and B in Figure 2.11) and the contour
length lout of this section, using Equation 2.1. For the frozen DNA section under
the membrane, Equation 2.1 is not valid, since the DNA is confined in a tunnel that
restricts the lateral and vertical movements of the chain. The width d and height
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h of this confinement tunnel have been estimated previously [65]. Also, it has been
shown that the tunnel itself has a non-trivial snakelike shape of sub-micron lateral
size [65], called the primitive path. Therefore, Equation 2.2 relates the balance force
fb, the primitive path length zin, the frozen DNA contour length lin, and the tunnel
characteristic dimensions d and h. Please note that the forces calculated here are in
kBT/lp units, and lp is the persistence length of the DNA.

In our case, the primitive path is calculated for each DNA loop. First, from
the measured apparent length of the loop lapp, we calculate the apparent stretching
ratio lapp/l0, where l0 is the true contour length of the DNA, i.e. 19.8 µm. Secondly,
assuming fb = 0 in Equation 2.2, we compute the real stretching ratio of the DNA
loop zin/lin. Finally, the ratio between lapp/l0 and zin/lin gives us the primitive path
extension PF . PF " 1 means that the primitive path is a straight tunnel, while
PF < 1 corresponds to a snakelike primitive path.

Extracting fb from Equation 2.2 is tricky. Therefor, we apply an iterative nu-
merical method to calculate the di"erent forces at each step of the spreading. The
method is the following:

• We assume a given value of lout and calculate fi from Equation 2.1. For the
first step, the initial value of lout is the smallest possible one.

• From the angles ) and /, and Equation 2.3, we calculate ft.

• We assume fb = ft (pulley e"ect) and calculate lin from Equation 2.2, assuming
that zin = zapp/PF , and zapp is the apparent length of the frozen part. We
perform this calculation for both left and right frozen sides of the DNA chain.

• We check the sum lout + lin(left) + lin(right) is close to l0 within less than
0.01%. If this is not the case, we start the procedure with a new value of lout,
increasing the preceding by 0.01%.

At the end of this iterative procedure, we obtain the value of the internal force
fi for a given step of the adhesion process. Then, we simply obtain the external
force fe from Equation 2.4.

fi = zout
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2.5 Results and discussion

Forces extracted from three di"erent loops are shown in Figure 2.12. The solid light
blue curves in the left figures represent the shapes of the DNA loops. The orange,
cyan and black vectors represent the amplitude and direction of respectively the
external forces, the internal forces and the total forces. The magnitudes of these
forces are plotted on the right figures as a function of the position along the DNA
loops with corresponding colors. The internal force (#) increases from the end to
the middle of the loop, in spite of the variation of the end to end distance, a general
trend observed with all our samples. This is due to a significant consumption of
chain length during the stretching process. The external forces (") have a less
smooth variation. The external force curve shown in the third sample is a typical
one (Figure 2.12 bottom). In this case the loop follows almost the direction of the
external forces, which implies that the external forces are rather large compared to
the internal forces. In the other two cases the external forces and the internal forces
are rather comparable. In general, the external forces are rather heterogeneous with
systematic low value in the middle. One important point to be noted is the order of
magnitude of the forces, which is given by kBT/lp ! 0.05pN. This is also the force
required to bring a chain close to a wall.

In the previous studies performed on single-end grafted DNAs, it was noticed
that for fast spreading the interactions between the membrane and the DNA are
mediated by hydrodynamics, while for slow spreading there is a direct contact be-
tween the membrane and the grafted chain. The velocity of the advancing front of
an adhering GUV depends on various parameters: the ligand density influences the
adhesion kinetics significantly. For the lower values of the ligand density, say from
1/500 to 1/100, the adhesion kinetics were seen to increase noticeably, with typical
characteristic times from tens of seconds to less than one second. Figure 2.13 shows
the average value of the internal and external forces for di"erent ligand densities.
Contrary to what one would expect, there is no significant correlation between the
magnitude of the forces and the ligand density. However, the average external forces
are somewhat larger than the internal forces, and their order of magnitude is kBT/lp.
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Figure 2.12: Force analysis on three typical DNA loops. The orange, cyan, and black
vectors represent the amplitude and direction of respectively the external forces, the
internal forces and the total forces. The amplitudes of these forces are plotted on
the right figures with corresponding colors. Our analysis gives a lower bound for the
forces that the spreading process can generate.
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One should note that the average force does not capture well singular events where
a short large force might strongly stretch the chain.
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Figure 2.13: Average values of the external forces (") and of the internal forces (#)
as a function of ligand densities.

In Figure 2.14, we show the measured average stretching ratio (") and the
expected stretching ratio (–#–) for the chains confined in their tunnel. The expected
stretching ratio is theoretically computed from the size of the confining tunnel, as
deduced from the average biotin surface density in the vesicle. As the ligand density
increases, the expected stretching ratio increases too. The figure shows that for the
large ligand densities the achieved chain stretching is similar to the chain extension
imposed by the confinement. At lower ligand densities, for which the lateral tunnel
dimensions are larger, the loop stretching appears larger than that imposed by the
confinement. This contrasts with the case of single end-grafted DNA, where the
chain relaxation inside the tunnel is always achieved. Indeed, in this case the DNA
lateral extension is only fixed by the ligand density. For loops, however, after the
scraping and stapling process takes place, there is still a strong restriction on the
middle of the chain, so that DNAs cannot relax in the tunnel. Thus, the lateral
extension of the chain is not fixed by the ligand density but by the forces acting
on the chain. Only at very high densities the tunnel becomes so narrow, that the
computed and the measured stretching become similar.

The progression of the adhesive front is almost insensitive to the presence of
the DNAs. This implies that the mechanical contact between the advancing front
and the chains should be considered to happen at imposed displacement. As a
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Figure 2.14: Average values of loop stretching measured from our experiments (")
and computed from the sizes of the confining tunnels (–#–).

consequence, the measured forces are the result of the reaction of the DNAs to the
displacement of the membrane. For instance if for some reason, a DNA chain cannot
unfold to easily follow the imposed displacement it will stretch more. The order
of the magnitude of these forces is kBT/lp suggesting that the entropic repulsion
between the chain and the membrane plays a predominant role in determining the
forces at play.

As a summary, in this chapter we find that grafted DNA chains located on the
way of the membrane advancing front of an adhering vesicle induce local deformation
on the membrane, while in the sparse polymer-grafting concentration, the semi-
flexible polymer chains are stretched by the vesicle displacement. The forces exerted
by the membrane during the spreading are distributed in the range 0.05 ! 1 pN, in
the order of the magnitude of kBT/lp. These forces are the intrinsic resistance of
DNA to the vesicle scraping, which reveals that the vesicle dominates the spreading
procedure by an imposed displacement.

In the following chapter, we study monomer distributions of DNA chains coiled
in restricted geometries, in the presence of a membrane wall.
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Chapter 3

Pears and Bananas: DNA
segments in restricted geometries

Our experiments on the adhesion of biotinylated giant unilamellar vesicles on carpets
of single and double end-grafted DNA molecules provided for a wealth of images
of the DNA average fluorescence in various restricted geometries. If one assumes
the likelihood of a random distribution of the YOYO dyes along the chain length,
the fluorescence intensity provides direct evidence for the the distributions of DNA
segments in various restricted geometries, albeit through the convolution of the point
spread function of the microscope.

In this chapter, we present a first attempt to explain the shapes of the observed
light distributions from the various confinement situations that we encountered.
First, we will analyze simply the light distribution of isolated, single end-grafted
DNA chains. Then, we will discuss the confinement e"ects on the segment distri-
bution when such chains are close to a corner, repelled by both the substrate where
they are grafted an by the almost vertical bilayer of the giant vesicle. This situation
arises when a single end grafted DNA chain is scraped and stapled by the progres-
sion of the adhesive bilayer patch, until the spreading process stops and a fraction of
DNA length is kept outside, e"ectively grafted to the triple line where the free mem-
brane, the adhered membrane and the substrate meet. For the double end-grafted
DNAs, we will also discuss first chains grafted far from the vesicle, only restricted
by the repulsion from the anchoring substrate. Then we will analyze chains that
have been partially scraped by the adhesion patch and kept outside as a chain loop,
with both ends e"ectively grafted to the triple line.

In order to measure the light distribution from the chains in the field of view of the

77
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Figure 3.1: The four typical light distributions observed under the microscope for
fluorescently labeled, end-grafted !-phase DNA. Disks and pears are observed for
DNAs attached to the surface by only one end, while chains with both ends func-
tional give rise to masks and bananas. Disks and masks are observed far from any
adhered vesicle, pear and bananas are seen close to the triple line where the ad-
hesive vesicle patch, the section of the vesicle bilayer above the surface and the
substrate meet. Disks and masks contain all the monomers of a given chain, but
pears and bananas are made from only a fraction of monomers of the DNA chains.
The complementary fraction belongs to extended chain segments trapped under the
membrane, in the adhesive patch gap. Pears are attached to one fluorescent segment
extending into the patch while bananas are hold in their positions by two stapled
segments.

microscope, we simply acquire a few tens of images capturing the attached brownian
motion of the polymers. A simple average of these images provides four typical
shapes illustrated in Figure 3.1 that we name disks, pears, masks and bananas.

3.1 Single end grafted DNAs

3.1.1 Chains away from a vertical wall.

We show in Figure 3.7 the light distribution for end-grafted chains away from a
vertical wall. The distribution is cylindrically symmetric, with a maximum at the
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Figure 3.2: For single end-grafted chains far from any vertical wall, the monomer
distribution has a pear like shape, materialized here by one iso-concentration surface
of the end-grafted chain. Visualization under a non confocal microscope for normal
observation conditions where the point-spread function of the instrument decays
vertically over a few micrometers, is nearly equivalent to a vertical integration of
the light distribution. The iso-intensity lines obtained by simple vertical integration
of the pear-like distribution results in a disk shape. Above the figure, average
intensities from several single end-grafted chains. Below, the experimental images
have been color coded for better intensity discrimination, and superimposed with
iso-intensity lines computed from a Gaussian chain end-grafted to an impenetrable
surface, as explained in the main text.
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middle and a strongly decaying intensity. This shape can be understood from the
expected concentration of monomers c(r, z) of a chain grafted by one end to the
origin of coordinates [77]:

c(r, z) = z
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with r2 = x2 + y2 and erf is the error function [45]. All distances are expressed in
units of the radius of gyration of the chain. The surface plotted in the figure is an
iso-concentration surface of c(r, z), and it can be from from the relation z(r) defined
by c(r, z) = cste. The typical inverted pear shape is a consequence of the depletion
imposed on the chain conformations by the impenetrable all, as explained in the
first chapter.

The observable of interest for an epifluorescence experiment is the vertical in-
tegral of the concentration c(r, z) that we name two-dimensional concentration
c2D = ( %

0 dzc(r, z), with c(r, z) computed as in Equation 1.14 with the propaga-
tors given from Equations 1.13,1.16. In this case it can be computed explicitly to
give

c2D(r) = 1
4#

#(0,
r2

4 ) (3.2)

with #(0, x) the incomplete gamma function of zero order [45]. Iso-concentration
contour lines of c2D display a radial symmetry, as seen in experiments for the isoin-
tensities. A quantitative comparison with the radial function of the light intensity
can in principle be computed by convoluting the point spread function of the mi-
croscope and the 3D form of the concentration in Equation 3.1. Such comparison is
beyond our present study, where we concentrate on the symmetry of the observed
images.

3.1.2 Chains away close to a vertical wall.

When a section of a DNA chain is attached at the junction point of an almost ver-
tical membrane and the substrate, the chain conformations are depleted by both
the substrate and the vertical wall. The propagator is given by GN(R0, RN) =
G0

N(x0, xN)G$
N(y0, yN)G$

N(z0, zN), as explained in the introduction, and the concen-
tration computed as before from Equation 1.14. In this case the monomer distri-
bution still keeps a pear like shape, with a plane of symmetry of the distribution
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defined by the locus of all bisector lines in the corner. We show in Figure 3.3 a 3D
representation of an iso-concentration surface of c(x, y, z).

3.1.3 A pear in a wedge.

In practice, the membrane walls are rarely at exactly 90" with the substrate, but
rather form an angle )0 < 90", in a wedge confinement geometry. In order to
determine the required angle we measure the position of the maximum intensity
along the median line perpendicular to the wedge ridge. This allows to measure
the wedge angle from the DNA light distribution given a distance between the two
grafted ends and a radius of gyration of the chain, that only depends on the fraction
of monomers in the loop, determined here by intensity integration and also shown
in the figure.

3.2 Double end grafted DNAs

3.2.1 Loops away from a vertical wall.

When the chains are grafted by both ends, the distribution of distances between
grafting points is determined by the attachment process itself. In practice, one finds
DNAs double attached with lengths from zero to about ten micrometers. We show
in Figure 3.5 mask shapes with distances between end grafted points between zero
and 7.5 micrometers.

3.2.2 Loops close to a vertical wall.

When a double end-grafted DNA is close to a vertical wall, the tilting imposed by
this repulsion on a second orthogonal direction reveals the banana like shape of the
isoconcentration surfaces and of the corresponding vertically integrated distribution,
as depicted in Figure 3.6.

3.2.3 A banana in a wedge.

For the banana shapes all the fits to the iso-intensity lines in Figure 3.6 required also
considering wedges with variable angles. As for the pear shapes, we determine the
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Figure 3.3: For single end-grafted chains close to a vertical wall, the monomer
distribution has also a pear like shape, materialized here by one iso-concentration
surface of the end-grafted chain. The chain conformations are depleted by both
walls, and the concentration has a plane of symmetry which is the corner bisector
surface. The iso-intensity lines obtained by simple vertical integration of the pear-
like distribution results in a pear like shape. Above the figure, average intensities
from several single end-grafted chains detected close to a vesicle membrane.
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Figure 3.4: When the single end-grafted DNA is confined in a edge, the iso-
concentration surfaces are pushed away from the grafting point. This is quanti-
tatively shown here for the evolution of the intersections of three iso-concentration
surfaces and the middle plane of the concentration distribution that is also perpen-
dicular to both wedge surfaces. The integrated concentration can also be plotted
along this plane. It displays a maximum at distance from the wedge tip that is a
function only of the wedge angle and Rg the radius of gyration. This maximum
allows to determine the angle of the confining wedge with a good precision.

required angle by measuring the position of the maximum intensity along the median
line perpendicular to the wedge ridge. This then allows to measure the wedge angle
from the DNA light distribution given a distance between the two grafted ends and
a radius of gyration of the chain, that only depends on the fraction of monomers in
the loop, determined here by intensity integration and also shown in the figure.

Most of the DNA chains are scraped and stapled by spreading front of a bioad-
hesive vesicle. At the end of the spreading process, they are stretched and freezed
in the tunnel formed by the ligands. In few exceptions the rare DNAs that are not
stretched but in a compacted conformation under the membrane. Inspired by this
we try to control the DNA conformation under the membrane, thus to study the
membrane-polymer interaction in a regulating manner.
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5 µm

Figure 3.5: For double end-grafted polymers far from a vertical wall, the final shape
of the iso-concentration surfaces is better described as a peanut or a banana. The
vertically integrated distribution projects into the focal plane a two dimensional
distribution with isointensity lines that we call masks, also computed in the bottom
part of the middle figure. The top of this figure shows average images from the double
end-grafted DNAs and the images in the bottom, with color enhanced intensity
levels, also shows the fits to the curves by the iso-intensity contours of the computed
two dimensional distribution.
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Figure 3.6: If a loop is grafted close to a vertical wall, two surfaces will deplete the
polymer conformations. The iso-concentration surfaces will then be tilted with re-
spect to the observation direction, revealing its banana-like shape that was otherwise
hidden as mask. Images from above show average pictures from the experiments,
and color enhanced images in the bottom the fits to the isointensity. In practice one
needs to account here also to finite wedge angles )0 < 90", as explained in the text.
The figure also displays the fraction of contour length in the loop.
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Figure 3.7: When the double end-grafted DNA is confined in a edge, the iso-
concentration surfaces are pushed away from the grafting points. This is quanti-
tatively shown here for the evolution of the intersections of three iso-concentration
surfaces and the middle plane of the concentration distribution that is also perpen-
dicular to both wedge surfaces. The integrated concentration can also be plotted
along this plane. It displays a maximum at distance from the wedge tip that is a
function only of the distance between grafting points in Rg units and of the wedge
angle. This maximum allows to determine the angle of the confining wedge with a
good precision.



Chapter 4

Photocontrol of end-grafted
!-phage DNA

In nature, DNAs are compacted to fit into a very small space inside a cell or virus par-
ticle. Since gene expression is strongly a"ected by the higher order structure of DNA
molecules [78], the phenomenon of DNA condensation has drawn considerable atten-
tion. Generally DNA condensation can occur by introducing chemical compounds to
neutralize phosphate charge, such as cationic ions [79, 80], polyamine [81], nanopar-
ticles [82], or by modification of the DNA-solvent interaction [83]. Le Ny and Lee [84]
proposed a new methodology to control the conformation of genomic DNA by light
in a reversible manner. In this methodology, a photo sensitive molecule Azoben-
zene trimethylammonium bromide (AzoTAB) was added. AzoTAB is a cationic
surfactant, known as a compacting agent of DNAs, which is mainly in a relatively
hydrophobic trans conformation under visible light, and undergoes to a relatively
hydrophilic isomer cis conformation under UV illumination (365nm). Figure 4.1
shows the transition between isomers of AzoTAB by switching light. Consequently,
there exists a certain AzoTAB concentration regime that DNAs configurations can
be controlled by light by switching between two AzoTAB isomers. And it has been
well established that by using AzoTAB the transcription/expression can be con-
trolled by light [85].

In this chapter we study end-grafted chains of !-phage DNAs in a solution of
AzoTAB, and observe that AzoTAB induces attractive interactions between the
DNA molecules and the streptavidinated substrate. We show that these interactions
can be tuned by the AzoTAB concentration and conformations.

87
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Figure 4.1: Transition between trans and cis AzoTAB isomers.

4.1 Motion detection from image analysis.

The present study relies on our ability to determine the dynamic conformation state
of end-grafted DNA chains in the presence of various concentrations of AzoTAB. In
particular, we need to evaluate the progressive loss of mobility of the DNA chains
as the AzoTAB concentration increases leading to a significant number of intra-
chain and chain-substrate attractive interactions. In previous work [85, 71] of free
standing DNA chains in solutions, where only intra-chain bonds take place, the e"ect
of attractive attractions induced by AzoTAB has been evaluated by studying the
average optical size of DNA chains. In our case of end-grafted DNA chains, where
chain-surface attractions play a significant role, chain size alone cannot discriminate
between mobile and frozen states of the DNAs. We introduce here a new method –
see Section 3.5 – that enables assessing by simple image analysis the immobilization
degree of an end-grafted DNA chain above optical image resolution, in our case for
length scales above 0.3 µm.

Our motion analysis is performed on a sequence of several tens of images of a
given region of the surface with end-grafted DNAs, captured at a typical rate of
five images per second, i.e. corresponding to roughly ten second sequences. Our
observation was performed under attenuated light for the YOYO excitation, thus
reducing photo-bleaching, and a high gain level compensating for the relatively
low emission power of YOYO, with a good background to signal ratio: this was
obtained with an EM-CCD camera (Hamamatsu, Japan). The time dependance of
the intensity for each pixel of the image is first stored over the whole time sequence,
then, a linear fit of these data is calculated for each pixel, with the corresponding
average square di"erence between the data and the fitting line, a quantity known
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Figure 4.2: Assessment of DNA mobility by image analysis. (A) End-grafted DNA in
120 mM Tris-borate-EDTA bu"er (TBE). (a) - (c) Typical fluorescence microscopy
snapshots: original fluorescence intensity was recorded with 16-bit resolution at 8
frames per second, and then displayed in the green channel of a RGB image. (d)
Average image of 37 snapshots, where the fluctuations of conformation lead to an
isotropic distribution of fluorescence intensity centered on the end-grafted position.
(e) 02-image - see text for a full description - displaying in the red channel the relative
value of light intensity fluctuations for the 37 snapshots. The center of the pattern
is dark, and corresponds to a region with high light intensity and small relative
fluctuations. Far from the center one recovers background fluctuations (noise of the
camera) which have been subtracted. The larger values of 02 are thus exhibited at
intermediate distances from the center where DNA motion results in high relative
light fluctuations. (f) Composite RGB image that combines the average (d) and 02

(e) images. According to the image analysis method developed here, single-DNA
mobility and fluctuations of conformation result in the presence of a red halo in the
composite images. (B) End-grafted DNA molecule in the same TBE bu"er with
added 0.6 mM of trans-AzoTAB. (a)-(f) Fluorescence snapshots, acquired, analyzed
and displayed as in (A). Non isotropic distribution of light intensity in (d) and
absence of red halo in (f) show that the DNA molecule is in a frozen conformation.
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as 02. Finally, a new image is build, that converts the 02 values of each pixel to
a grey-level image that can be visualized on the screen, by simply renormalization
the range of measured 02 values over the whole image, to the 0 - 65535 range of a
16 bits image. Such a measurement is shown in Fig. 4.2A(e) in the red channel of a
RGB image. As the figure shows, the pixels of the image in the center of the DNA
region appear as dark pixels, corresponding to weak values of 02. Here in the center,
above the grafting point, the signal is dominated by consistently high values of the
average light intensity and therefore by low relative fluctuations around the average.
Conversely, the immediate periphery of the central dark region displays a ring-like
region of higher 02 values. In this region, the intensity fluctuations are comparable
to, or larger than the average intensity. Far from the DNA the image is dark, showing
a good signal-to-noise ratio. By superimposing this image with Fig. 4.2A(d) that
represents the fluorescence average intensity image of the same region displayed in
the green RGB channel, one obtains the composite Fig. 4.2A(f). The red halo of
the composite image allows to identify easily that the chains exhibited a significant
mobility in the image sequence analyzed. When the DNA mobility is reduced either
by strong attractive interactions with the surface, or by intra-chain attractions, the
red-halo vanishes, as displayed in the Figs. 4.2B(e-f).

4.2 End-grafted DNAs in an AzoTAB solution

4.2.1 Adsorption and collapsing of DNAs

Figure 4.3 displays a sketch of the three di"erent conformations of end-grafted !-
phage DNA molecules observed in this study. In the left, at low AzoTAB concentra-
tions, without enough attractive interactions between the chain and the substrate,
the chain is fully mobile under thermal forces, with the restrictions imposed to the
motion by the end-attached point and by the impenetrable wall. In the middle,
at intermediate concentrations of AzoTAB, the presence of attractions between the
chain and the substrate leads to adsorbed conformations that appear frozen at the
optical length scales. In the right, a collapsed chain conformation at higher AzoTAB
concentrations, when intra-chain attractions play a significant role.

We studied the end-grafted DNA conformations in a bu"er (TBE) solution with
increasing concentrations of trans-AzoTAB, in the range 0 ! 2 mM. Figure 4.4A
shows typical composite images of DNA using the image analysis method described
in Fig. 4.2. The images show that the chains exhibit significant mobility for AzoTAB
concentrations below 0.3 mM. For concentrations [AzoTAB]/ 0.3 mM, the disap-
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Mobile Frozen Frozen

Expanded Adsorbed Collapsed

Figure 4.3: A sketch of the three di"erent conformations of end-grafted !-phage
DNA molecules observed in my study.

pearance of the red halo indicates that all DNA molecules are in a frozen conforma-
tion. Images taken at 2 mM (not shown) also show a frozen configuration.

We also monitored the conformations of end-grafted !-phage DNAs under the
same conditions, except for the added AzoTAB isomer, used here in its cis config-
uration. This more polar form of the cationic surfactant [86] is known to exhibit a
smaller a!nity to the DNA molecules [87].

We measured the fraction of the frozen chains for a given AzoTAB concentration
by the fraction, computed over several composite images, of the green-only DNAs
compared to the total DNA number. The results of the evolution of the frozen
fraction with AzoTAB concentration are shown in Fig. 4.5. The figure also shows in
the inset the compaction of T-4 DNA chains in the bulk, measured by Naresh Kumar
Mani, at Ecole Normale Supérieure, Paris. In this particular case, the collapse of
the chains is extracted from their maximum extension as measured under an optical
microscope as described previously [71]. T-4 DNAs are often used for such purposes
since they are larger than !-DNAs and allow for an easier and more precise size
determination of the di"using chains under a fluorescence microscope. Since the
compaction in the bulk does not depend on chain size, this provides for an useful
comparison with the corresponding behavior of end-grafted !-DNA. As Fig. 4.5
shows, the freezing of the end-grafted chains occurs at concentrations below the
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(b) 0.1 mM

(h) 0.8 mM

(e) 0.4 mM(a) 0.0 mM (c) 0.2 mM

(f) 0.5 mM (g) 0.6 mM (i) 0.9 mM (j) 1.0 mM

(d) 0.3 mM

10µm

(b) 0.1 mM (c) 0.2 mM (d) 0.3 mM (e) 0.4 mM(a) 0.0 mM

(A) trans AzoTAB

(B) cis AzoTAB

Figure 4.4: (A) E"ect of the addition of di"erent trans-AzoTAB concentrations
to end-grafted DNAs in 120 mM Tris-borate-EDTA bu"er (TBE) solution. Red
halos in figures (a)-(c) indicate DNA mobility as explained in Fig. 4.2. The chains
conformations freeze for trans-AzoTAB concentrations above 0.3 mM. (B) A similar
study with di"erent cis-AzoTAB concentrations. With this AzoTAB isomer the
chains conformations freeze only above 0.4 mM.

nominal AzoTAB concentration required for complete chain collapse in the bulk,
and the transition from a mobile to a frozen state is sharper than the coil to globule
transition in the bulk. This shows that the surfactant binder is able to induce
chain-surface interactions at concentrations where the known bulk-like intra-chain
interactions start to play an e"ective role.

In the bulk, for instance, the minimal concentration to achieve full compaction is
0.7 mM and 1.4 mM for trans and cis isomers, respectively (inset of Fig. 4.5). In the
end-grafted configuration, the composite images of Fig. 4.4B show that the chains
exhibit significant mobility up to 0.4 mM of cis-AzoTAB, to be compared to the
threshold value of 0.3 mM for the trans isomer. Above 0.4 mM the chain behavior
and the physical characteristics such as vertical or lateral dimensions are similar
to those of the frozen conformations observed in trans-AzoTAB solutions. There
is thus an AzoTAB concentration window between 0.3 mM and 0.4 mM where one
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Figure 4.5: Fraction of end-grafted lambda-phage DNAs with frozen conformations
at di"erent concentrations of trans (") and cis($) AzoTAB, in TBE bu"er solution.
The immobilized fraction was counted from the number of DNAs without red halos
in the composite images described in Fig. 4.2. While for trans AzoTAB solutions
the chain conformations freeze above 0.3 mM, a similar result is only achieved for cis
AzoTAB solutions above 0.4 mM. The grey region shows the concentration window
where changes in DNA mobility can be expected upon isomerization of the AzoTAB
molecule. The inset displays results from a study in bulk of T-4 DNA chains in the
same bu"er solution and di"erent concentrations of trans (") and cis ($) AzoTAB.
Compaction of the chains is achieved above 0.6 mM of trans AzoTAB, and above
1.2 mM of its cis isomer. The grey area in the inset shows where the compaction
state can be modified by a change of the isomeric form of AzoTAB. Note that is this
grey area in the bulk experiments is wider than the the grey area for end-grafted
chains. Also the compaction transition in the bulk is less sharp that the freezing
transition on the surface.

might expect to induce a transition from a frozen to a free state of the DNA coils
upon the isomerization of the molecule. We explore such light induced transitions
in Section 4.3.

4.2.2 Size evolution

In order to further investigate this point, we measured the lateral extension of
the end-grafted chains by computing the light-intensity weighted average of the
square deviations (x # xCM)2 and (y # yCM)2 from the center of mass positions xCM

and yCM of the light distribution I(x, y), *(x # xCM)2 + (y # yCM)2+ = 9((x #
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xCM)2 + (y # yCM)2)/ 9
I(x, y) with xCM = 9

x I(x, y)/ 9
I(x, y) and yCM =

9
y I(x, y)/ 9

I(x, y). The DNAs lateral extension R = *(x#xCM)2+(y#yCM)2+1/2

is displayed in Fig.4.6. In the absence of AzoTAB, we obtained a value R = 0.45 µm
± 0.06 µm, of the same order of magnitude of

%
2Rg, the expected two-dimensional

projection of the second moment of the monomer concentration distribution for a
gaussian chain of radius of gyration Rg = (L-p/3)1/2 . (16.5 ( 0.05/3)1/2 = 0.5 µm,
where we assume a DNA contour length L . 16.5 µm and a persistence length
-p . 0.05 µm. As the AzoTAB concentration increases, the lateral size increases up
to the freezing transition, where it stays roughly constant until it starts to decrease
again for concentrations larger than 0.8 mM to reach a constant value above 1 mM.
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Figure 4.6: Lateral extension of lambda-phage DNAs conformations in a TBE bu"er
with di"erent concentrations of trans-AzoTAB. Size is here measured by the square
root of the mean square displacement in two-dimensions, computed from averages
weighted by the light distribution. In the pure TBE bu"er, the size of DNAs was
0.45 µm ± 0.06 µm. The first three points for which the average size increases cor-
respond to mobile DNA conformations, while frozen conformations display roughly
constant lateral dimensions. For concentrations above 0.8 mM the curve shows that
the DNA size is noticeably reduced.

Most DNA conformations at intermediate concentrations 0.3 - 0.8 mM can per-
haps be better described as resulting from a random lacework. Under the optical
microscope, the vertical position where the maximum fluorescence of such confor-
mations can be captured is almost coincident with the surface itself, showing a much
reduced vertical extension when compared to the free chains. Experimental evidence
suggests then that the chains display an almost two-dimensional random walk, as
sketched for the adsorbed chain in Fig. 4.3. However, a purely two-dimensional
self-excluded random walk is not likely to have been achieved in our case. Indeed,
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by assuming that the polymer has N = L/-p . 330 segments, one expects a relative
increase of the lateral dimensions R2D/R ! N3/4!$ , [43] with * either the excluded
volume exponent * = 0.6 or, more likely, * = 0.5 for the case of semi-flexible chains
as DNAs, where full developed swelling statistics require much longer chains [88, 89].
Even a conservative estimate leads thus to R2D/R ! 2.5, significantly larger than
the 1.5 value obtained in our experiments. Chains confined vertically over a distance
D display instead a ratio R2D/R = (R/D)1/4. With R2D/R = 1.5 we estimate the
confinement distance at roughly D ! R/5 ! 0.1 µm, of the order of the smallest
vertical displacement that we can detect with the z-positioning system of our mi-
croscope, and thus consistent with the observation that the maximum intensity is
vertically coincident with the surface.

Images from chains in a solution with more than 0.8 mM AzoTAB present more
compact conformations, also localized at the surface, that can be represented as
the globule-like shape in Fig. 4.3. The transition above 0.8 mM from an extended
adsorbed conformation to a compact adsorbed conformation is also compatible with
data from bulk DNA – see inset of Fig. 4.5 – showing that intra-chain attractions
play a predominant role above such concentration, leading to the collapse of the
chains.

Note that under our experimental conditions, chains frozen first from solutions
with intermediate AzoTAB concentrations 0.3 - 0.8 mM do not further compact
following an increase in the concentration of the solution. This suggests that the
observed compact conformations observed at the large concentrations are formed
when intra-chain bonds can form before a strong attachment to the surface precludes
further chain rearrangements.

4.3 Control of end-grafted DNAs conformations

4.3.1 E!ect of light on the adsorbed DNAs

Fig. 4.7a recalls that the conformations of end-grafted !-DNAs freeze due to in-
teractions with the surface, above a concentration of [trans-AzoTAB] > 0.3 mM,
but require more than 0.4 mM for a solution of cis-AzoTAB. For an intermediate
concentration, say of 0.3 mM of AzoTAB one can induce transitions from the frozen,
surface-adsorbed conformations to a mobile non-adsorbed state of the end-grafted
chain by irradiating the sample with UV-light, thus inducing an isomeric transfor-
mation of the surfactant from its trans to its cis form. That partial or total mobility
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is recovered, can be confirmed by direct observation under a microscope, but also
by our mobility analysis displayed in Fig. 4.7(b). Conversely, illumination of the
sample with blue-light induces a transformation from the cis to the trans isomer,
bringing initially mobile DNAs in a 0.35 mM cis solution into a frozen, adsorbed
state as depicted in Fig. 4.7(c).

We investigate the kinetics of the light induced transformations. Fig. 4.8 shows
a typical experiment performed by starting with a 0.3 mM trans-AzoTAB solution
where chains are frozen. Exposure of the sample to UV irradiation under the micro-
scope for 60 seconds leads to a transformation of the trans molecules in the field of
view of the microscope into their cis isomer. After the UV light is turned o" at time
t = 0, the DNAs are observed under blue-light. They exhibit a significant mobility
during the first few seconds but progressively freeze their conformations. This is due
not only to the isomeric transformations under blue light but it is also due to the
di"usion of trans molecules from the sample into the field of view. Indeed, molecules
of a few nanometers in size have a di"usion coe!cient of the order of 10!9 m2s!1,
and take thus about 10 seconds to fully di"use into a region of 10!8 m2, the typical
area of the field of view under our operating conditions.

4.3.2 Rinsing e!ect on the adsorbed DNAs

Finally, when we replace the AzoTAB solution by TBE bu"er, the adsorbed DNAs
recover their mobility, as shown in Figure 4.9. The rinsing e"ect remains whatever
the initial concentration of AzoTAB solution.

4.4 Results and discussion

Exposure of DNA molecules to a solution of nucleic acid binders is known to result
in collapse of the chains above a typical threshold concentration, due to intra-chain
attractive interactions mediated by the binders. Concentration thresholds are a
function of the a!nity of the binders, high a!nity binders inducing DNA conden-
sation at lower concentrations. The cationic surfactant AzoTAB [71] used in this
work is a DNA binder with two photoresponsive isomeric states. Illumination of the
molecule with UV-light leads to the cis form of the isomer that has lesser a!nity
than the trans isomer. Transition from the cis to the trans isomers can be obtained
for instance by irradiation with blue light. The di"erent binding a!nities of the
isomers result in two di"erent condensation thresholds, found for instance for T-4
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Figure 4.7: Light induced changes in the conformations of end-grafted DNAs in
120 mM Tris-borate-EDTA bu"er (TBE) solution with 0.3 mM AzoTAB. (a) Scheme
showing the AzoTAB concentration window where end-grafted lambda-DNAs can
be photoswitched between a frozen and a mobile, fluctuating state. (b) Initially
frozen DNAs in a solution of 0.3 mM trans-AzoTAB recover their mobility after
being exposed to UV-irradiation (330 # 380 nm). (c) Initially mobile DNAs in a
solution of 0.3 mM cis-AzoTAB, freeze under blue light (450 # 490 nm).
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Figure 4.8: Kinetics of the transformations between frozen and mobile states of
end-grafted !-phage DNAs in a TBE solution with 0.3 mM AzoTAB. The DNAs
are initially frozen in 0.3 mM trans-AzoTAB. After being exposed for one minute
to UV-illumination under the optical microscope, the DNAs recover their mobility.
Di"usion into the observation field of neighboring trans-AzoTAB molecules gradually
freezes again the DNAs conformations.

DNAs in a 120 mM TBE bu"er solution at 0.6 mM and 1.2 mM AzoTAB. Within
this concentration window, collapse and expansion of the DNAs can be obtained by
photo-switching between the two isomeric forms.

In our work, we studied !-phage DNAs end-grafted to a streptavidinated surface
and found attractive interactions between the DNAs and the streptavidin substrate,
occurring at lower binder concentrations than the corresponding bulk thresholds,
at 0.3 mM and 0.4 mM AzoTAB respectively for the trans and the cis forms. The
hierarchy of a!nities between the two isomers is thus the same than the corre-
sponding hierarchy in the bulk. We characterized the end-grafted chain fluctuations
observed by fluorescence microscopy with a new method that is able to assign a mo-
bility measure to each image pixel, and therefore to color code for a straightforward
interpretation of the fluorescence images.

The induced attractions result in a transition, that we quantified with our
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Figure 4.9: The adsorbed DNAs recover their mobility after the AzoTAB solution
is replaced by TBE bu"er.

method, from mobile, fluctuating DNAs to DNAs with frozen conformations. Here
binding between the monomers and the surface results in a flattening of the chain
and in the absence of fluctuations of the chain segments at the optical level. Strik-
ingly, these chain adsorption transitions are sharper than the corresponding bulk
condensations, and the threshold window where photo-switching can be achieved is
narrower. In this window, we showed that initially mobile end-grafted chains can be
photo-driven into adsorption by blue light, and that initially frozen DNAs can be
freed by exposure to UV irradiation in the field of view of the microscope. In this
last case, return to a frozen state when the UV light is turned-o" occurs in a few
seconds, compatible with fast chain-surface binding, limited only by the di"usion of
the binders into intimate contact with the end-grafted chains.

Our work raises not only a number of important questions but paves also the
way for further developments of photoresponsive interfacial polymer structures. For
instance, our DNA carpets o"er new exciting possibilities for performing photo-
controlled transcription/expression experiments [90] on individual, substrate born
DNAs. The induced attractions with the surface have precluded in our configu-
ration, the fundamental study of the influence of end-grafting on the collapsing
transition of long DNA chains. Such study is within a reasonable reach, requiring
further protection of the surfaces against chain binding. Our time sensitivity was
also restricted to a few images per second, and only di"usion limited phenomena
over a few seconds could be studied in detail. Pushing the limits of time detection
would certainly bring in crucial new information about the first moments of the
chain-surface binding kinetics.
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Conclusion and perspectives

During my PhD I studied the confinement of double end-grafted !-phage DNAs by
an adhesive bio-membrane. My motivation for this work is related to the challenge
of understanding polymer membrane interactions. In particular, I have been in-
terested in, and contributed to, measuring the forces at play during the spreading
of a biotinylated giant unilamellar vesicle on a streptavidin substrate. Myself and
the team that I worked with particularly inspected how a carpet of end-attached
large bio-macromolecules influence the formation of the membrane-substrate adhe-
sive patch, and conversely, how the spreading bilayer acts on the chains.

When a giant vesicle decorated with a small fraction of bio-ligands as biotins,
is let to settle down onto a streptavidin-coated substrate, one can measure by mi-
croscopy imaging, that the kinetics of growing of the adhesion patch is related to the
ligand concentration in the membrane. Recent work concerning such bio-adhesion
on single end grafted DNA dilute carpets, has clearly proved that the adhesive pro-
cess is able to staple the DNA chain in the gap between the membrane and the
substrate. The stapled chains are thus confined in a tunnel defined vertically by
the substrate and the membrane, and laterally by the ligand spacers. Typical DNA
conformations in such confinement geometry appear as frozen bright wires with no
detectable conformational motion above the optical length scales. In this study, the
analysis of the stretched chain conformations clearly pointed to the radial nature of
the forces that the membrane exert on the DNAs and to an important role of the
ligand density. This latter question was afterwards better elucidated by a further
study of the DNA orientation and local stretching. This study showed amongst
other things that the optically visible path of the DNA hides a more tortuous, sub-
optical confined trajectory that consumes part of the DNA length. I contributed to
this work, by writing a force extension relation for confined DNAs under tension,
that generalizes the well known Marko-Siggia expression for semiflexible chains.

A central part of my work was related to the preparation and study of carpets of
double end-grafted !-phage DNAs. I have shown that spreading of a bio-adhesive
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giant vesicle on these carpets is able to stretch and immobilize the DNAs into ex-
tended loop shapes that I characterized. Interestingly, the extended loop conforma-
tions can be characterized into three di"erent typical shapes that depend mostly on
the magnitude and direction of the vector connecting the two attachment points.
Furthermore, I developed a method based on the analysis of the frozen loop shapes
to measure the di"erent forces at play during spreading. I found that forces exerted
by the membrane during spreading are largely distributed in the range 0.05 ! 1 pN.

Those DNA chains that are not confined under the membrane but emerge from
the gap and fluctuate within the boundaries of the system provide a new experi-
mental pathway to observe and quantify chain segment distributions in restricted
geometries. We fully analyzed the distribution of the light intensity from these
DNAs, including single end-grafted and double end-grafted chains. These distribu-
tions were quantitatively confronted to results from known gaussian chain statistics
under the corresponding boundary restrictions. The observed configurations and the
calculated monomer distribution are in very good agreement, this is to our knowl-
edge the first time that depletion e"ects from confined chain segment distributions
are directly visualized at the optical level.

In the quest of building photo-responsive DNA carpets that could potentially
be used for controlling polymer membrane interactions, we studied the e"ect of a
bridging molecule AzoTAB on the transition of DNA from a random grafted coil
configuration to a fully adsorbed state. This molecule introduces an additional
bridging interaction between DNAs and the substrate. We showed that the DNA
conformations can be e"ectively controlled in the AzoTAB solution by light. We
also performed preliminary experiments on the spreading of bio-adhesive vesicles on
these carpets of adsorbed DNAs, and tested the reduction of chain stretching under
the influence of the switch.

As a summary, we developed several experimental configurations that allow
studying the influence of bio-adhesive spreading on the conformations of end-grafted
long DNA chains. Our results show that the unique combination of membrane
and adhesion forces lead to DNA configurations that would be otherwise di!cult
to capture. The study of these configurations provides a wealth of information
on the spreading mechanisms and on the DNAs themselves. This paves the way
for many further developments, concerning for instance conformational changes of
macromolecules under confinement or the possibility of DNA translocation across
an adhered membrane.



Appendix

A.1 Scraping and stapling of end-grafted DNAs

In the recently published cover story of Physical Review Letters, we show that the
scraping and stapling of a single end-grafted DNA chain by the spreading front
of a bioadhesive vesicle provide a unique experimental geometry sensitive to long
relaxation processes as those expected from self-entanglements. The scraping and
stapling process stretches the DNA and freezes it in a tunnel. The DNA stretching
under the vesicle was carefully analyzed by measuring the light density per unit
length. For the single end-grafted DNA without self-entanglement, the chain can
relax within its tunnel at the end of the spreading process, while it is not the case
for the double end-grafted DNA, as discussed in Chapter 2: the DNA chain in that
case is fully confined under the membrane without any possible relaxation. In my
study of the vesicle adhesion on double end-grafted DNA carpet, we tried to extract
the forces exerted onto DNA loops during the adhesion spreading. The spreading
process, through a combination of hydrodynamic stresses and direct membrane-
DNA interactions applies a force to the coiled DNA section. On the coiled chain
the relevant force extension relationship does not depend on the confinement. An
interpolation formula that accounts both for the strong stretching regime and for
the weak stretching limit where the extension is determined by the linear response
of the fluctuating coil can be written as [40]:

f̃ = *z+
S

# 1
4 + 1

4(1 # *z+/S)2 (A.1)

where *z+ is the average projected length. The applied force and the internal
tension of the DNA coiled section are fully balanced by the DNA section under
confinement, which can be calculated by the confined worm-like chain model. In
this case the chain is not only laterally confined by the tunnel of ligands, but also
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vertically confined between the substrate and the membrane. The conformations of
semi-flexible chains of length S, with persistence length lp under a force f , confined
inside a tube with section dimensions (h, d) - -p can be computed from the hamil-
tonian H = S

9
q(kBT -pq4 + fq2 + Bx)xqx!q/2 + S

9
q(kBT -pq4 + fq2 + By)yqy!q/2

where the chain is described by the parametric representation x(z), y(z) and its
Fourier transforms xq, yq. Fixing the amplitudes Bx, By of the confinement poten-
tial by requiring zero force mean square amplitudes *x2+ = d2 and *y2+ = h2 one
gets the average of the relative excess length
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where *L+ is the average projected length of the chain measured along the tunnel
and f̃ = f-p/(kBT ) the value of the force in its natural units kBT/-p = 0.06 pN.

Based on this equation one would expect average stretching ratios for DNAs
larger than the ones observed experimentally. This implies that the tunnel itself is
more wriggly than the observed optical path. We called this suboptical shape of the
tunnel the “primitive path”.

My contribution to this published work was twofold. On one hand I contributed
to understand the concept of the primitive path, and on the other hand to the
derivation of Equation A.2 that I also used extensively for the analysis of the double
end-grafted DNA conformations.
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Stained end-grafted DNA molecules about 20 !m long are scraped away and stretched out by the

spreading front of a bioadhesive vesicle. Tethered biotin ligands bind the vesicle bilayer to a streptavidin

substrate, stapling the DNAs into frozen confinement paths. Image analysis of the stapled DNA gives

access, within optical resolution, to the local stretching values of individual DNA molecules swept by the

spreading front, and provides evidence of self-entanglements.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.105.088101 PACS numbers: 87.15.!v, 36.20.Ey, 82.70.Uv

It has been recently shown [1] that when a bioadhesive
phospholipid vesicle is brought into contact with a car-
peted surface of end-grafted "-phage DNA, the spreading
front of the adhesive patch [2] propagates outwards from a
nucleation center, acting as a scraper that strongly stretches
the DNA chains. Moreover, the multiple bonds created
during vesicle spreading effectively staple the stretched
chains in the gap between the membrane and the substrate,
confining the DNA chains in a tunnel-like channel as
depicted in Fig. 1. The chain configuration starts thus at
its fixed, end-grafted point at the streptavidin substrate.
This surface-attached protein layer of receptors strongly
binds the tethered biotin ligands carried by some of the
bilayer phospholipids. From its grafted end, the chain
meanders through the forest of short polymer tethers that
connect the phospholipid membrane above the chain to the
protein bed below it, eventually exiting the adhesive gap to
adopt a coil-like configuration in the corner between the
almost vertical vesicle wall and the horizontal protein
surface. We show in this Letter that such an experimental
geometry provides not only a unique tool for studying
single DNA stretching and confinement in a biomimetic
environment, but it also reveals the internal friction and the
topological complexity of the DNA chains.

Experimental methods and materials were described
elsewhere [1]. Briefly, the vesicles are prepared by elec-
troformation, from a mixture of two lipids (Avanti
Polar Lipids): 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phospho-
choline (DOPC) and 1,2-distearoyl-sn-glycero-
3-phosphoethanolamine-N-[biotinyl(polyethylene-glycol)
2000] (DSPE-PEG2000-biotin) in different ratios. The
biotinilated lipids allow the vesicles to strongly bind to a
glass substrate covered with streptavidin, which also an-
chor biotinilated "-phage DNA, with average end-grafting
density of 1="5 !m2#, well below the surface overlapping
concentration. The conformations of the individual grafted
DNA molecules were observed by fluorescence micros-

copy, the " DNA being stained with YOYO-1 (Molecular
Probes), as shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The localization and
extension of the adhesive patch were determined by reflec-
tion interference contrast microscopy (RICM); see Fig. 1.
A typical DNA image consists of a bright head part located
outside the adhesive patch region and a tail located inside.
The whole conformation can also be located under the
adhered membrane without a bright head. We distinguish

FIG. 1 (color online). The top left image shows schematically
the confinement geometry of the DNAs analyzed in this Letter. A
phospholipid giant unilamellar vesicle is attached to a substrate
by short polymer anchors. The spreading of this attachment
region scrapes the end-grafted DNA molecule, stretching and
stapling it between the membrane and the substrate as the
adhesion front advances. The bottom right image combines in
a Janus display (i) a typical optical fluorescence image where the
stretched DNAs are seen as bright lines and the coiled DNA
regions as bright light spots and (ii) a typical RICM image where
the adhesion patch appears as a darker disk. The bottom left and
top right drawings further show typical features of the confined
geometry.
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between headed and nonheaded conformations and name
them tadpoles and tapeworms, respectively; see Fig. 3.
Conformational relaxation is never observed throughout
the experimental time; DNA configurations remain as pro-
duced by the spreading and stapling process.

Figure 2 illustrates the conformational analysis per-
formed from each DNA fluorescence image. The pixel
size corresponds to 0:18 !m; thus, fully stretched
"-phage DNA with contour length S ! 19:8 !m would
span 110 pixels [3]. Since one phospholipid occupies a
cross-sectional area of 0:75 nm2, a fraction n of biotini-
lated phospholipids corresponds to a ligand surface density
# ! 1:33n nm"2. We have analyzed over 200 images of
DNA obtained for various values of ligand fractions n !
1=25, 1=50, 1=500, and 1=5000 corresponding, respec-
tively, to # ! 5:33# 10"2, 2:66# 10"2, 2:66# 10"3,
and 2:66# 10"4 nm"2. After extracting a single DNA
image from the fluorescence images, we first subtract the
gray level of the background to obtain three-dimensional
representations of the intensity as shown in Fig. 2(b). After
rotation each DNA image provides the intensity distribu-
tion I$x; z% as displayed in Fig. 2(c). The cross-sectional
distribution, i.e., the distribution in the direction orthogo-
nal to z, is measured to be Gaussian. For most tailed
configurations the width of the Gaussian distribution w$z%
is almost constant along the z direction, as shown in the
inset of Fig. 2(d), and the height of the distribution Imax$z%
is hence proportional to the cross-sectional intensity. The
height of the intensity profile Imax$z% along the z direction

is shown in Fig. 2(d) together with a typical Gaussian cross
section.
Assuming an homogeneous random distribution of fluo-

rophores along the DNA backbone, one expects the inten-
sity of each pixel I$x; z% to be proportional to the DNA
length it stores. After normalization with the total intensity
It !

P
x;zI$x; z% of monodisperse DNAs, the reduced inten-

sity i$x; z% ! I$x; z%=It can be interpreted as the fraction of
the DNA segments located in the pixel. The normal-
ized cross-sectional intensity m$z% ! &Pxi$x; z%' #
$DNA contour length in pixels% " 1, measured at a dis-
tance z away from the grafting position, gives the relative
excess length of DNA along z, a value of m ! 0 corre-
sponding to fully stretched DNA.
The insets in Fig. 3 exhibit conformations and typical

profiles of the relative excess length m$z% for tadpoles and
tapeworms at ligand fractions n ! 1=50 corresponding to
an obstacle density # ! 2:66# 10"2 nm"2. As expected
for tadpoles, them values are sharply peaked at the edge of
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FIG. 3 (color online). (a) Illustration of the conformations of a
tapeworm, a DNA chain fully confined below the membrane, and
a tadpole, a DNA chain having only a fraction of its length, the
tail, confined below the membrane, while the rest of the chain,
the head, is in a coiled configuration outside the adhesive patch.
(b) Typical profiles of the relative excess length m$z% of tape-
worms and tadpoles are shown, respectively, in the left and right
insets at ligand fraction n ! 1=50. The average values !m of the
plateau heights are there indicated by arrows, and z is rescaled by
the membrane radius rc. The curves in the figure show hmi, an
average of !m values of up to ten chains, as a function of the
ligand fraction n for (i) tapeworms (dashed line) and (ii) tadpoles
(dot-dashed line). The continuous line shows theoretical predic-
tions for semiflexible chains in a confinement tunnel. [See
Eq. (1) and text thereafter.] Clearly, confinement effects alone
cannot explain the data, demonstrating the existence of a longer
suboptical primitive path for the confining tunnel.
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FIG. 2 (color online). (a) A typical DNA fluorescence image
and (b) a 3D intensity representation of a single DNA cropped
from the image. (c) The cross-sectional areas are fit with
Gaussian distribution, and the peak of each Gaussian distribution
is marked by dark blue star. (d) Intensity profiles of a single DNA
image along the longitudinal direction (left) and cross-sectional
distribution (right).
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the membrane due to the fluctuating coil. The confined part
of a tadpole, the tail, has small m!z" values and is hence
stretched. Significantly, tapeworms are less stretched than
tadpoles and exhibit a much larger dispersion in stretching
values. The mean plateau height !m for each DNA is defined
for each intensity profile. For various values of ligand
fractions n, we obtained mean values hmi by averaging
plateau heights !m of up to 10 chains. Figure 3 shows
dependence of hmi on the binder’s density n for both
tapeworms and tadpoles, providing a quantitative measure
for the differences in stretching between both configura-
tions. We also measured mean-square average values
h!m2i # h!m!z" $ !m"2i by averaging first over the chain
extension and then over different chains. Standard devia-

tions h!m2i1=2 range for the tadpoles from 0.4 at the highest
ligand densities to 0.7 for the lowest, while the correspond-
ing tapeworm values are roughly twice as large in the
corresponding range [0.7–1.3]. We now compare results
from our local conformational analysis with theoretical
predictions for confined semiflexible wormlike chains.

The scraping and stapling process stretches the DNA
and freezes in its tunnel primitive path, that is the two-
dimensional (z; x) shape of the tunnel confining the chain.
In the vertical direction y the tunnel size is determined by
the distance h between the membrane and the substrate,
with roughly h ’ 10 nm as estimated from RICM. In the
direction x parallel to the plane, the tunnel size d is defined
by the distance between multiple bonds connecting the

membrane to the substrate d ’ "$1=2 # 0:9n$1=2 nm.
One has d ’ 5 nm for the densest binding with n # 1=25
and d ’ 60 nm for the loosest with n # 1=5000. At the end
of the spreading process the chain can relax within its
tunnel where it is still expected to display confined thermal
fluctuations. Given the suboptical nature of the tunnel
dimensions h and d, such thermally induced fluctuations,
easily seen in the coil head of the tadpoles, cannot be
observed neither for the tapeworms nor for the tail sections
of the tadpoles. Also, escape from the primitive path
tunnels was never observed, consistent with typical dis-
tances d between binders smaller than the DNA persistence
length ‘p ’ 70 nm, 0:07< d=‘p < 0:90. Note that the
shape of the tunnel primitive path can only be experimen-
tally determined up to the optical resolution; significant
undulations can still be present even within a frozen,
optically straight path. Confined thermal fluctuations and
suboptical waviness of the primitive path thus provide two
possible sources for accounting for the DNA length storage
measured by them> 0 values of the relative excess length.
Small local entanglements resilient to unwinding during
scraping provide a third possible storage source for the
relative excess length that we will extensively discuss
below.

The conformations of semiflexible chains of length S,
with persistence length lp under a force f, confined inside
of a tube with section dimensions !h; d" % ‘p can be

computed from the Hamiltonian H # S
P

q!kBT‘pq4 &
fq2 &Bx"xqx$q=2& S

P
q!kBT‘pq4 & fq2 &By"yqy$q=2

where the chain is described by the parametric representa-
tion x!z", y!z" and its Fourier transforms xq, yq. Fixing the
amplitudes Bx, By of the confinement potential by requir-
ing zero force mean-square amplitudes hx2i # d2 and
hy2i # h2, one gets the average of the relative excess
length

1$ hLi
S

# 1

4

!"
‘p
d

#
4=3

& ~f
$$1=2

& 1

4

!"
‘p
h

#
4=3

& ~f
$$1=2

;

(1)

where hLi is the average projected length of the chain
measured along the tunnel and ~f # f‘p=!kBT" is the value
of the force in its natural units kBT=‘p # 0:06 pN. Note
that 1$ hLi=S # hmi=!1& hmi". At zero force, one gets
0:1< hmi< 0:5, for 2' 10$4 < n< 4' 10$2. Clearly,
the excess length stored in the thermal fluctuations cannot
account for excess length values up to hmi # 4 as observed
from the experiments; see Fig. 3. This implies that the
actual confining tunnel follows a longer wiggled suboptical
primitive path.
The shape of the primitive path is determined by the

pinning process occurring at the adhesive front; it thus
reflects the conformation of the DNA chains at the junction
between the tunnel under formation and the free coil head.
The spreading process, through a combination of hydro-
dynamic stresses and direct membrane-DNA interactions,
applies a force to the coiled head that induces the average
stretching state captured by the stapling mechanism. The
relevant force extension relationship does not depend, in
this case, on the confinement. An interpolation formula
that accounts both for the strong stretching regime de-
scribed by the limit of zero confinement in Eq. (1) and
for the weak stretching limit where the extension is deter-
mined by the linear response of the fluctuating coil can be
written as [4]

~f # hzi
S

$ 1

4
& 1

4!1$ hzi=S"2 ; (2)

where hzi is the average projected length. Using Eq. (2)
with hmi # S=hzi$ 1 gives force values in the range
0:85< ~f < 15 for the tadpole conformations and 0:35<
~f < 1:3 for the tapeworms. Note that forces of order ~f ’ 1
or f ’ kBT=‘p # 0:06 pN are expected from the entropic
repulsion between a wall and a polymer; larger forces must
be related to different effects like the hydrodynamic
stresses generated by the strong shear region in the imme-
diate vicinity of the advancing front. Estimates based on
the observed maximum velocity v # 10 #ms$1 [1] and a
gap height h of order of 10 nm lead to a shear rate _$ #
vh( 103 s$1 which can easily account for the highest
observed stretching values. However, observed spreading
processes are smooth; the velocity measured from the
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spreading front decreases linearly from the initial nuclea-
tion site to the final maximum adhesion patch radius. The
measured differences of stretching behavior between the
tapeworms and the tadpoles can thus only be accounted for
by additional friction sources. We argue in the following
that they are caused by internal friction forces related to
self-entanglements.

We consider here a self-entanglement of the DNA,
meaning a configuration of the chain that acts like a gate
[5,6] through which the unwinding coil needs be threaded.
In the absence of self-entanglements, the scraping mecha-
nisms can only induce a modification of the chain configu-
ration from a coil to an open, extended shape, if the largest
time for chain relaxation is smaller than the characteristic
time of vesicle spreading. For a coil of radius R! 1 !m
and water viscosity " " 10#3 Pa $ s, the associated fric-
tion # is given by the Stokes friction # ! "R, and the
longest Zimm relaxation time is $Z ! R2#=%kBT& "
"R3=%kBT& " 0:2 s, smaller than the vesicle spreading
time $S ! 10 s. In the presence of p self-entanglements,
the chain relaxation time can be simply estimated from p
and #1, the local friction in a gate due to local contacts, #1
being arguably higher than hydrodynamic friction. For the
experimental conditions described here the DNA chain can
be pictured as a Gaussian chain with N " S=‘p ! 300
monomers of size ‘p. Thus considering Gaussian statistics,
the averaged number of self-entanglements p, involving
monomers distant along the chain, is expected to be given

by p "
!!!!!!!!!!!
S=‘p

q
, and the number of monomers M in a

polymer strand between two gates by M "
N=p "

!!!!!!!!!!!
S=‘p

q
. The friction from one gate #g is therefore

#g "
!!!!!
M

p
#1, and the total friction estimated by this model

reads # " p#g " %S=lp&3=4#1. As a consequence, the time

$E it takes the chain to relax self-entanglements is $E !
N11=4, larger by at least 3 orders of magnitude than the
Zimm time estimated above, $Z ! N3=2.

The fundamental differences in our experiments be-
tween tadpole and tapeworm configurations, observed
under the same vesicle, can be fully understood by invok-
ing such long self-entanglement relaxations. Upon scrap-
ing, a chain with no self-entanglements in the polymer
section that undergoes unwinding can be pushed to the
border of the adhesive patch in a smooth manner, leading to
a tadpole configuration. If the spreading membrane comes
across one self-entanglement during the scraping process,
it will locally stretch the chain but eventually will roll over
it leaving behind the excess of chain contour length that
was not able to unwind. This corresponds to the tape-
worms’ configurations that are confined below the adhe-
sion patch and display large stretching fluctuations. Note
that heterogeneities in the spatial distribution of the binders
cannot account for the observed stretching variations.

The existence of self-entanglements in polymers
has been theoretically conjectured for more than two

decades within the framework of renormalization group
theory, from the statistics of contacts between two
Gaussian chains [7] and of mutual entanglements [8,9].
In spite of the importance of self-entanglements for under-
standing polymer chain dynamics, these theories have
never been put to the test because of the intrinsic diffi-
culty of demonstrating the presence of such chain
configurations [10]. We have shown here that the scrap-
ing and stapling of an end-grafted DNA chain by the
spreading front of a bioadhesive vesicle provide a unique
experimental geometry sensitive to long relaxation pro-
cesses as those expected from self-entanglements.
Further efforts for better quantifying the forces acting on
the DNA chains during scraping are currently undertaken
in the Strasbourg group where preliminary results from the
analysis of spread configurations of double-end-grafted
DNA molecules not only confirm friction heterogeneity
but also allow for an absolute calibration of the force
values.
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Force calculation program 109

A.2 Force calculation program

Private Declare Sub MyDLLpolyfit_Interpolate Lib "PolyFit.dll" (ByRef error As Integer,
ByRef vx As Double, ByRef vy As Double, ByVal nDataPoints As Integer,
ByVal nPolyDegree As Integer, ByVal X As Double, ByRef Y As Double)

Const PI = 3.1415926, P2U = 0.147, LengthDNA = 19.8
Const Beta = 0.05, Dv = 5, Dp = 5, Lp = 77 ’d and Lp has to be the same unit nm
Dim X() As Double, Y() As Double, Dis() As Double
Dim n As Integer, SS As Integer
Dim iNew As Integer, iMax As Integer
Dim PhiL As Double, ThetaL As Double
Dim PhiR As Double, ThetaR As Double
Const j = 8

Private Sub CmdCalSngForce_Click()
Application.ScreenUpdating = False
ActiveSheet.Range("A1").CurrentRegion.Select
n = Selection.Rows.Count
ReDim X(1 To n), Y(1 To n), Dis(1 To n)
iNew = 1
iMax = 1
’import X, Y value and calculate the distance to the (0,0)
’calculate iMax
For i = 1 To n
X(i) = Cells(i, 1) * P2U
Y(i) = Cells(i, 2) * P2U
Dis(i) = (X(i) ^ 2 + Y(i) ^ 2) ^ 0.5

If Dis(iMax) <= Dis(i) Then
iMax = i
End If

Next
’calculate iNew: the point has the same distance as d(n)
For i = 1 To iMax

If Abs(Dis(i) - Dis(n)) < Abs(Dis(iNew) - Dis(n)) Then
iNew = i
End If

Next

’===================Virtual Data generation================================
Dim R() As Single
Dim XLeft() As Single, YLeft() As Single
Dim XRight() As Single, YRight() As Single
Dim a As Double, b As Double
ReDim R(1 To n)
ReDim XLeft(1 To n), YLeft(1 To n)
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’determine R(i)
R(1) = Dis(1)
R(n) = Dis(iMax)
XLeft(1) = X(1)
YLeft(1) = Y(1)
XLeft(n) = X(iMax)
YLeft(n) = Y(iMax)

If iNew >= 2 Then
ReDim XRight(iNew To n), YRight(iNew To n)
XRight(iNew) = X(n)
YRight(iNew) = Y(n)
R(iNew) = Dis(n)

For i = 2 To iNew - 1
R(i) = R(i - 1) + (Dis(n) - Dis(1)) / (iNew - 1)
Next
For i = iNew + 1 To n - 1
R(i) = R(i - 1) + (R(n) - R(iNew)) / (n - iNew)
Next

Else
ReDim XRight(2 To n), YRight(2 To n)
R(2) = Dis(n)

For i = 3 To n - 1
R(i) = R(i - 1) + (Dis(iMax) - Dis(n)) / (n - 2)
Next

iNew = 2
End If

’determine the Xleft(i), Yleft(i)
SS = 1
For i = 2 To n - 1

1111:
If R(i) >= Dis(SS) And R(i) <= Dis(SS + 1) Then
a = (Y(SS + 1) - Y(SS)) / (X(SS + 1) - X(SS))
b = -a * X(SS) + Y(SS)

If a < 0 Then
XLeft(i) = (-2 * a * b - (4 * a ^ 2 * b ^ 2 - 4 * (1 + a ^ 2) *

(b ^ 2 - R(i) ^ 2)) ^ 0.5) / 2 / (1 + a ^ 2)
Else
XLeft(i) = (-2 * a * b + (4 * a ^ 2 * b ^ 2 - 4 * (1 + a ^ 2) *

(b ^ 2 - R(i) ^ 2)) ^ 0.5) / 2 / (1 + a ^ 2)
End If

YLeft(i) = a * XLeft(i) + b
Else: SS = SS + 1
GoTo 1111
End If

Next
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’determine the Xright(i), Yright(i)
SS = n
For i = iNew + 1 To n

2222:
If R(i) >= Dis(SS) And R(i) <= Dis(SS - 1) Then
a = (Y(SS - 1) - Y(SS)) / (X(SS - 1) - X(SS))
b = Y(SS) - X(SS) * a

If a > 0 Then
XRight(i) = (-2 * a * b + (4 * a ^ 2 * b ^ 2 - 4 * (1 + a ^ 2) *

(b ^ 2 - R(i) ^ 2)) ^ 0.5) / 2 / (1 + a ^ 2)
Else
XRight(i) = (-2 * a * b - (4 * a ^ 2 * b ^ 2 - 4 * (1 + a ^ 2) *

(b ^ 2 - R(i) ^ 2)) ^ 0.5) / 2 / (1 + a ^ 2)
End If

YRight(i) = XRight(i) * a + b
Else: SS = SS - 1
GoTo 2222
End If

Next

For i = 1 To n
Cells(i, 5) = XLeft(i)
Cells(i, 6) = YLeft(i)
If R(i) < Dis(n) Then

Cells(i, 3) = (XLeft(i) + X(n)) / 2
Cells(i, 4) = (YLeft(i) + Y(n)) / 2

GoTo 3333
Else
Cells(i, 3) = (XRight(i) + XLeft(i)) / 2
Cells(i, 4) = (YRight(i) + YLeft(i)) / 2
Cells(i, 7) = XRight(i)
Cells(i, 8) = YRight(i)
End If

3333:
Next

’==============================VirGeneric THE END =============================

’====================== Primitive Path ========================================
Dim Ltotal As Single
Dim Ldelta As Single
Dim PF As Single, RatioLength As Single, RatioConfine As Double
Ltotal = 0
Ldelta = 0

For i = 2 To iNew
Ldelta = ((XLeft(i) - XLeft(i - 1)) ^ 2 + (YLeft(i) - YLeft(i - 1)) ^ 2) ^ 0.5
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Ltotal = Ltotal + Ldelta
Next

For i = iNew + 1 To n
Ldelta = ((XLeft(i) - XLeft(i - 1)) ^ 2 + (YLeft(i) - YLeft(i - 1)) ^ 2) ^ 0.5 +

((XRight(i) - XRight(i - 1)) ^ 2 + (YRight(i) - YRight(i - 1)) ^ 2) ^ 0.5
Ltotal = Ltotal + Ldelta

Next

RatioLength = Ltotal / LengthDNA
RatioConfine = 1 - 0.25 * ((Dv / Lp) ^ (2 / 3) + (Dp / Lp) ^ (2 / 3))
PF = RatioConfine / RatioLength

’=================Dim Notations==============================
Dim TgPhiL As Double, TgThetaL As Double
Dim TgPhiR As Double, TgThetaR As Double
Dim DirFiL As Double, DirFexL As Double, SlopeL As Double
Dim DirFiR As Double, DirFexR As Double, SlopeR As Double
Dim Alpha1L As Double, Alpha2L As Double, Alpha3L As Double
Dim Alpha1R As Double, Alpha2R As Double, Alpha3R As Double
Dim fL As Double, fR As Double, hL As Double, hR As Double ’geometric factors
Dim Fi As Double ’ internal force is the same
Dim FexL As Double, FtotalL As Double ’ force in the unit of pN
Dim FexR As Double, FtotalR As Double ’ force in the unit of pN
Dim L As Double, Lleft As Double, Lright As Double ’/um
Dim lll() As Double, ccc() As Double
Dim fff As Single
Dim LoLeft As Double, LoRight As Double ’/um
Dim Z As Double ’/um
ReDim ccc(9999)
ReDim lll(1 To 9999)
ccc(0) = 0

’================================/////////////////////////=====================
’================================/ For Beginning /=====================
’================================///////////////////////// ====================

For SS = 2 To iNew
DirFiL = (YRight(iNew) - YLeft(SS)) / (XRight(iNew) - XLeft(SS))
DirFexL = YLeft(SS) / XLeft(SS)

SlopeL = Application.WorksheetFunction.Slope(Range("F" & SS & (":F" & SS + j)),
Range("E" & SS & (":E" & SS + j)))

If Abs(SlopeL) > 1 Then
SlopeL = Application.WorksheetFunction.Slope(Range("E" & SS & (":E" & SS + j)),
Range("F" & SS & (":F" & SS + j)))
SlopeL = 1 / SlopeL

End If
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Alpha3L = Atn(SlopeL) ’alpha3 could be any value
If Alpha3L < 0 Then

Alpha3L = PI + Alpha3L
End If

Alpha1L = Atn(DirFiL) ’alpha1 (0, pi/2)
Alpha2L = PI + Atn(DirFexL) ’Alpha2 (pi/2, pi)
ThetaL = Alpha3L - Alpha1L
PhiL = Alpha2L - Alpha1L

If PhiL - ThetaL < PI / 90 Then
ThetaL = PhiL - PI / 90
’MsgBox "Theta > Phi, please check the image to make sure"
Cells(SS, 23).Font.Color = RGB(255, 0, 0)
Cells(SS, 24).Font.Color = RGB(255, 0, 0)
End If

Z = ((XRight(iNew) - XLeft(SS)) ^ 2 + (YRight(iNew) - YLeft(SS)) ^ 2) ^ 0.5
fL = Sin(PhiL) / Tan(ThetaL) - Cos(PhiL)
hL = (1 + 1 / fL ^ 2 + 2 * Cos(PhiL) / fL) ^ 0.5

Ldelta = 0
LoLeft = 0

For i = 2 To SS
Ldelta = ((XLeft(i) - XLeft(i - 1)) ^ 2 + (YLeft(i) - YLeft(i - 1)) ^ 2) ^ 0.5
LoLeft = LoLeft + Ldelta
Next

For i = 1 To 9999
lll(i) = LengthDNA - (LengthDNA - Z) * i / 10000
Fi = Z / lll(i) - 1 / 4 + 1 / 4 / (1 - Z / lll(i)) ^ 2
Lleft = LoLeft * PF / (1 - 1 / 4 * (((Lp / Dv) ^ (4 / 3) + Fi * hL) ^ (-0.5) +

((Lp / Dp) ^ (4 / 3) + Fi * hL) ^ (-0.5)))
ccc(i) = LengthDNA - lll(i) - Lleft

If ccc(i) * ccc(i - 1) < 0 Then
L = lll(i - 1) + ccc(i - 1) / (ccc(i) - ccc(i - 1)) * (lll(i - 1) - lll(i))
’Cells(SS, 10) = i
Exit For
End If

Next

Fi = Beta * (Z / L - 1 / 4 + 1 / (4 * (1 - Z / L) ^ 2))
’beta is in the unit of pN
FexL = Fi / fL
FtotalL = Fi * hL

’’’’’’’’’forces output
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Cells(SS, 11) = Fi
Cells(SS, 12) = FexL
Cells(SS, 13) = FtotalL

’’’’’’’’’distance & distance output
Cells(SS, 16) = Z
Cells(SS, 17) = LoLeft ’* P2U
Cells(SS, 19) = L
Cells(SS, 20) = Lleft
Cells(SS, 22) = L + Lleft + Lright

’’’’’’’’’geometry factor
Cells(SS, 23) = ThetaL / PI * 180
Cells(SS, 24) = PhiL / PI * 180
Cells(SS, 25) = fL
Cells(SS, 26) = hL
Cells(SS, 31) = Alpha1L / PI * 180
Cells(SS, 32) = Alpha2L / PI * 180
Cells(SS, 33) = Alpha3L / PI * 180

Next

’================================/////////////////////////=====================
’================================/ For The Body /=====================
’================================///////////////////////// ====================

For SS = iNew + 1 To n - 1
’SS = 39

’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’ Ftotal direction ’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’
If SS >= 3 And SS <= (n - 2) Then
SlopeL = Application.WorksheetFunction.Slope(Range("F" & SS & (":F" & SS + j)),

Range("E" & SS & (":E" & SS + j)))
If Abs(SlopeL) > 1 Then
SlopeL = Application.WorksheetFunction.Slope(Range("E" & SS & (":E" & SS + j)),

Range("F" & SS & (":F" & SS + j)))
SlopeL = 1 / SlopeL
End If

SlopeR = Application.WorksheetFunction.Slope(Range("H" & SS & (":H" & SS + j)),
Range("G" & SS & (":G" & SS + j)))

If Abs(SlopeR) > 1 Then
SlopeR = Application.WorksheetFunction.Slope(Range("G" & SS & (":G" & SS + j)),

Range("H" & SS & (":H" & SS + j)))
SlopeR = 1 / SlopeR
End If

ElseIf SS > (n - 2) Then
SlopeL = Application.WorksheetFunction.Slope(Range("F" & SS & (":F" & n)),

Range("E" & SS & (":E" & n)))
If Abs(SlopeL) > 1 Then
SlopeL = Application.WorksheetFunction.Slope(Range("E" & SS & (":E" & n)),

Range("F" & SS & (":F" & n)))
SlopeL = 1 / SlopeL
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End If
SlopeR = Application.WorksheetFunction.Slope(Range("H" & SS & (":H" & n)),

Range("G" & SS & (":G" & n)))
If Abs(SlopeR) > 1 Then
SlopeR = Application.WorksheetFunction.Slope(Range("G" & SS & (":G" & n)),

Range("H" & SS & (":H" & n)))
SlopeR = 1 / SlopeR
End If

End If

DirFiL = (YRight(SS) - YLeft(SS)) / (XRight(SS) - XLeft(SS))
DirFexL = YLeft(SS) / XLeft(SS)
DirFiR = (-YRight(SS) + YLeft(SS)) / (-XRight(SS) + XLeft(SS))
DirFexR = YRight(SS) / XRight(SS)

Alpha3L = Atn(SlopeL) ’alpha3 could be any value
If Alpha3L < 0 Then
Alpha3L = PI + Alpha3L
End If

Alpha3R = Atn(SlopeR) ’alpha3 could be any value
If Alpha3R < 0 Then
Alpha3R = PI + Alpha3R
End If

If XLeft(n) < 0 Then
Alpha1L = Atn(DirFiL) ’alpha1 (-pi/2, pi/2)
Alpha2L = PI + Atn(DirFexL) ’Alpha2 (pi/2, pi)
ThetaL = Alpha3L - Alpha1L
PhiL = Alpha2L - Alpha1L

If XRight(SS) > 0 Then
Alpha1R = PI + Atn(DirFiR) ’alpha1 (pi/2, 3*pi/2)
Alpha2R = Atn(DirFexR) ’Alpha2 (0,pi/2)
ThetaR = Alpha1R - Alpha3R
PhiR = Alpha1R - Alpha2R
Else
Alpha1R = PI + Atn(DirFiR) ’alpha1 (pi/2, 3*pi/2)
Alpha2R = PI + Atn(DirFexR) ’Alpha2 (0,pi/2)
ThetaR = Alpha1R - Alpha3R
PhiR = Alpha1R - Alpha2R
End If

Else
Alpha1R = PI + Atn(DirFiR) ’alpha1 (pi/2, 3*pi/2)
Alpha2R = Atn(DirFexR) ’Alpha2 (0,pi/2)
ThetaR = Alpha1R - Alpha3R
PhiR = Alpha1R - Alpha2R

If XLeft(SS) < 0 Then
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Alpha1L = Atn(DirFiL) ’alpha1 (-pi/2, pi/2)
Alpha2L = PI + Atn(DirFexL) ’Alpha2 (pi/2, pi)
ThetaL = Alpha3L - Alpha1L
PhiL = Alpha2L - Alpha1L
Else
Alpha1L = Atn(DirFiL) ’alpha1 (0, pi/2)
Alpha2L = Atn(DirFexL) ’Alpha2 (0, pi/2)
ThetaL = Alpha3L - Alpha1L
PhiL = Alpha2L - Alpha1L
End If

End If

’Judge if the loops shape is fine by theta<phi,
If PhiL - ThetaL < PI / 90 Then
ThetaL = PhiL - PI / 90
’MsgBox "Theta > Phi, please check the image to make sure"
Cells(SS, 23).Font.Color = RGB(255, 0, 0)
Cells(SS, 24).Font.Color = RGB(255, 0, 0)
End If

If PhiR - ThetaR < PI / 90 Then
ThetaR = PhiR - PI / 90
Cells(SS, 27).Font.Color = RGB(255, 0, 0)
Cells(SS, 28).Font.Color = RGB(255, 0, 0)
End If

’////////////////// ForceCalulationZone////////////////////////
Z = ((XRight(SS) - XLeft(SS)) ^ 2 + (YRight(SS) - YLeft(SS)) ^ 2) ^ 0.5
fL = Sin(PhiL) / Tan(ThetaL) - Cos(PhiL)
hL = (1 + 1 / fL ^ 2 + 2 * Cos(PhiL) / fL) ^ 0.5
fR = Sin(PhiR) / Tan(ThetaR) - Cos(PhiR)
hR = (1 + 1 / fR ^ 2 + 2 * Cos(PhiR) / fR) ^ 0.5

Ldelta = 0
LoLeft = 0

For i = 2 To SS
Ldelta = ((XLeft(i) - XLeft(i - 1)) ^ 2 + (YLeft(i) - YLeft(i - 1)) ^ 2) ^ 0.5
LoLeft = LoLeft + Ldelta
Next

Ldelta = 0
LoRight = 0

For i = iNew + 1 To SS
Ldelta = ((XRight(i) - XRight(i - 1)) ^ 2 + (YRight(i) - YRight(i - 1)) ^ 2) ^ 0.5
LoRight = LoRight + Ldelta
Next

’////////////////// DNA LENGTH CALCULATION ////////////////////////
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’lll(i) internal force / KbT/Lp
For i = 1 To 9999
lll(i) = LengthDNA - (LengthDNA - Z) * i / 10000
Fi = (Z / lll(i) - 1 / 4 + 1 / 4 / (1 - Z / lll(i)) ^ 2)
Lleft = LoLeft * PF / (1 - 1 / 4 * (((Lp / Dv) ^ (4 / 3) + Fi * hL) ^ (-0.5) +

((Lp / Dp) ^ (4 / 3) + Fi * hL) ^ (-0.5)))
Lright = LoRight * PF / (1 - 1 / 4 * (((Lp / Dv) ^ (4 / 3) + Fi * hR) ^ (-0.5) +

((Lp / Dp) ^ (4 / 3) + Fi * hR) ^ (-0.5)))
ccc(i) = LengthDNA - lll(i) - Lleft - Lright

If ccc(i) * ccc(i - 1) < 0 Then
L = lll(i - 1) + ccc(i - 1) / (ccc(i) - ccc(i - 1)) * (lll(i - 1) - lll(i))
Exit For
End If

Next

Fi = Beta * (Z / L - 1 / 4 + 1 / (4 * (1 - Z / L) ^ 2))
’beta is in the unit of pN
FexL = Fi / fL
FtotalL = Fi * hL
FexR = Fi / fR
FtotalR = Fi * hR

’’’’’’’’’forces output
Cells(SS, 11) = Fi
Cells(SS, 12) = FexL
Cells(SS, 13) = FtotalL
Cells(SS, 14) = FexR
Cells(SS, 15) = FtotalR

’’’’’’’’’distance & distance output
Cells(SS, 16) = Z
Cells(SS, 17) = LoLeft ’* P2U
Cells(SS, 18) = LoRight ’* P2U
Cells(SS, 19) = L
Cells(SS, 20) = Lleft
Cells(SS, 21) = Lright
Cells(SS, 22) = L + Lleft + Lright

’’’’’’’’’geometry factor
Cells(SS, 23) = ThetaL / PI * 180
Cells(SS, 24) = PhiL / PI * 180
Cells(SS, 25) = 1 / fL
Cells(SS, 26) = hL
Cells(SS, 27) = ThetaR / PI * 180
Cells(SS, 28) = PhiR / PI * 180
Cells(SS, 29) = 1 / fR
Cells(SS, 30) = hR
Cells(SS, 31) = Alpha1L / PI * 180
Cells(SS, 32) = Alpha2L / PI * 180
Cells(SS, 33) = Alpha3L / PI * 180
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Cells(SS, 34) = Alpha1R / PI * 180
Cells(SS, 35) = Alpha2R / PI * 180
Cells(SS, 36) = Alpha3R / PI * 180

Next
’================================/////////////////////////=====================
’================================/ BIG LOOP End Here /=====================
’================================///////////////////////// ====================

Cells(1, 11) = "Fi"
Cells(1, 12) = "FexL"
Cells(1, 13) = "FtotalL"
Cells(1, 14) = "FexR"
Cells(1, 15) = "FtotalR"
Cells(1, 16) = "Z"
Cells(1, 17) = "LoLeft"
Cells(1, 18) = "LoRight"
Cells(1, 19) = "L"
Cells(1, 20) = "Lleft"
Cells(1, 21) = "Lright"
Cells(1, 23) = "ThetaL"
Cells(1, 24) = "PhiL"
Cells(1, 25) = "fL"
Cells(1, 26) = "hL"
Cells(1, 27) = "ThetaR"
Cells(1, 28) = "PhiR"
Cells(1, 29) = "fR"
Cells(1, 30) = "hR"
Cells(1, 31) = "Alpha1L"
Cells(1, 32) = "Alpha2L"
Cells(1, 33) = "Alpha3L"
Cells(1, 34) = "Alpha1R"
Cells(1, 35) = "Alpha2R"
Cells(1, 36) = "Alpha3R"
Cells(1, 9) = "Ltotal"
Cells(1, 10) = Ltotal * P2U
Cells(2, 9) = "RatioLength"
Cells(2, 10) = RatioLength
Cells(3, 9) = "RatioConfine "
Cells(3, 10) = RatioConfine
Cells(4, 9) = "PrimitiveFactor"
Cells(4, 10) = PF

Application.ScreenUpdating = True
End Sub
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Résumé
Ma thèse est une contribution à la compréhension du rôle joué par les macro-

molécules dans la formation d’un contact adhésif entre des membranes bio-fonction-
nelles de phospholipides. Nous étudions l’étalement d’un bicouche de DOPC sur
un tapis d’ADNs du phage lambda, gre"és par leurs deux extrémités. Le processus
d’étalement a pour résultat de râcler et d’agra"er les chaînes entre la membrane
et le substrat. La forme finale d’un ADN agra"é dépend des deux paramètres que
sont la tension interne de la chaîne et les forces appliquées par la bicouche. Nous
montrons qu’en utilisant la relation force-extension bien connue pour une molécule
d’ADN, nous pouvons révéler les forces mises en jeu durant la formation de la zone
d’adhésion. Nous calculons également la distribution spatiale des monomères des
segments d’ADN qui ne sont pas confinés sous la membrane, mais émergent de la
zone d’adhésion, et fluctuent dans la limite des contraintes géométriques du sytème.
Finallement nous contrôlons les conformations et la dynamique des ADN gre"és
en jouant sur la concentration d’AzoTAB, un agent compactant photosensible de
l’ADN.

Abstract
My PhD is a contribution towards the understanding of the role played by bio-

macromolecules in the formation of the adhesive contact between bio-functional
phospholipid membranes. We study the spreading of a biotinylated DOPC bilayer
on a carpet of double end-grafted !-phage DNAs. The spreading process scrapes
and staples the chains between the membrane and the substrate. The final stapled
DNA shape is a function of both the internal chain tension and the forces applied by
the bilayer. We show that by using the well known force extension relationship for a
DNA molecule we can reveal the forces at play during the formation of the adhesion
patch. We also compute the monomer distribution of the segments of the DNA
chains that are not confined under the membrane but emerge from the membrane
side and fluctuate within the geometric boundaries of the system. Finally we control
the conformations and the dynamics of the tethered DNAs by using AzoTAB, a
photosensitive compacting agent of the DNA chains.


